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July 6, 2022 By Julie Perry
THE QUICK START GUIDE:
The a to z of how to become a yacht steward/ess.
In the first half of my book, The Insiders’ Guide to Becoming a Yacht Stewardess , I discuss the yachting industry and give you insight into what this world is all about. I also spend quite a few chapters discussing what both crew life, and the work, is like. I promise it’s a fun and fascinating read, and it will appeal to many people — even those just curious to learn more about this exclusive world of superyachts. I cover who owns them, who travels on them, how much they cost, what destinations they visit, and even what they’re like inside.
BUT, if you are eager and ready to become a part of the yachting industry, then Part II of my book is for you. In it, you will learn the step-by-step process for acquiring a yacht stew position, if not any entry-level position onboard a yacht, including deckhand, chef, and engineering positions. In the end, I think you’ll be shocked to discover just how straightforward it is to land one of these dream jobs. Training is key, professionalism is required, and before you’re convinced you should give it a go, please make sure you have the right intentions. While the benefits that accompany this job are plentiful, being a yacht crewmember requires a LOT of hard work .
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While I recommend grabbing a copy of my book for the nitty-gritty details, I can quickly chart your course here. I am going to throw at you, in an “a, b, c” fashion, what I consider to be the main action steps to get you from where you sit now to your first stewardess position (or nearly any entry-level crew position) on a luxury yacht. The order of these steps might vary, but what I want you to glean from looking down the list is just how uncomplicated the process really is for how to become a yacht stewardess or steward .
And not to worry, if you buy the book , I expand upon every step throughout Chapters 6–11, along with delivering practical, insider advice on how to get hired in a short period of time. You will see which chapters contain that information below.
Use The Quick Start Guide as a checklist reference as you prepare to take your own leap into what I hope will be a well-lit path.

[image: Chart Your Course]Are you ready? Here goes:
	Assess your skills and determine whether or not this opportunity is for you. (Chapter 6)
	Find storage for your major belongings and plan to pack up what you’ll need because you’re going away for a while! (Chapter 8)
	Select the hiring port where you will conduct your job search, which you will determine based on convenience to your set of circumstances, as well as on the time of year. (Chapter 8)
	If you do not already have a passport, apply now! (Chapter 8)
	If you are a non-U.S. citizen, you need to apply for a B1/B2 visa before leaving your home country. (Chapter 8)
	Prepare a preliminary résumé/CV highlighting your applicable skills and work experience, along with your special abilities, talents, and interests. (Note: I’ll explain what a CV is in Chapter 10.) A cover letter is optional, but it is a nice touch. And make sure your social media profiles project you as a reliable person to hire. (Chapters 6 and 10)
	Compile a list of preliminary work references to include with your résumé/CV submissions. (Chapter 10)
	Have a headshot photo taken of yourself (or use an existing one) to include with your résumé/CV submissions. (Chapter 10)
	Research the yacht-crew training schools in your chosen hiring port, and find out their respective STCW Basic Safety Training (BST) Course schedules ahead of time. You should plan to arrive in town when courses are being offered and can accommodate you. The same holds true with any optional preparatory classes you plan on taking, such as a specialized stew training course. (Chapter 7)
	Research yacht-crew housing options in your chosen hiring port, and call ahead to check availability for the date you plan to arrive. Consider booking your initial accommodations once you’ve determined your STCW Basic Safety Training course dates and made your travel arrangements. (Chapter 8)
	Send preliminary e-mails to the yacht-crew recruitment agencies that you hope to register with before you make your move. Simply introduce yourself, let them know you will be coming in to meet them soon, and tell them your planned arrival date. Consider sending along your résumé/CV in advance, with expected course-completion dates listed. If possible, go ahead and schedule your personal interview. (Chapters 9 and 10)
	Book that airplane ticket, and move to a hiring port. (Chapter 8)
	Once you are physically in a hiring port, go meet with the agencies. I recommend registering with a minimum of two crew recruitment agencies to get started. The crew agents will want to interview you when you arrive, so dress the part, and be ready to sell yourself as a serious job candidate. If you haven’t already e-mailed it in advance, hand them your résumé/CV and get their feedback. Make any necessary updates or adjustments that the crew agents suggest. (Chapters 9 and 10)
	If you have not already done so, enroll in, take, and complete a five-day STCW Basic Safety Training Course from an accredited training school. (Chapter 7)
	Let the crew recruitment agencies know when you’ve completed your STCW training, and update your résumé/CV accordingly. (Chapter 10)
	Consider enrolling in a specialized steward/ess training course (highly recommended!) to increase your chances of getting hired fast. Completing this training really can be the deciding factor on whether or not you are offered a position as an entry-level stew. (Chapter 7)
	Look for day work at local marinas and shipyards in your hiring port. Going boat to boat letting captains and current crew know you are available for work could even lead to a full-time position. This is referred to in the industry as “dockwalking.” Much more on this later. (Chapter 9)
	Seek out alternative job-finding methods such as classified “crew wanted” ads in the yachting newspapers and trade publications as well as on their websites, public bulletin boards in well-known yachting establishments, and by networking with people in your crew house and at local yachtie hot spots, such as bars and restaurants. Not to worry, I’ll supply that list, too. (Chapter 9)
	Update your résumé/CV and referral list with all the new training and day-work experiences you accumulate. This includes acquiring and passing along to the crew agents reference letters from captains or supervisors from any yacht that hires you to do day work for a period of three or more days. (Chapters 9 and 10)
	Keep checking in with the crew agencies as often as possible (which you can do online via their websites and/or their social-media presences), to remind them of your availability and update them on your own efforts to find a job. (Chapter 9)
	NETWORK, NETWORK, NETWORK! (Chapters 7–10)
	Take advantage of all interview opportunities that initially come through from the agencies or by other means listed above. (Chapter 10)
	It may not be the case for everyone, but if you’re able to interview with several yachts before accepting a position, be selective! (Chapter 10)
	Think overnight before accepting a position. If you are not interested, let the hiring party know as quickly as possible.
	Accept your first job, and get ready for an extraordinary, life-altering experience! (Chapters 10 and 11)
	(Because I needed a “z”): Send me an email and let me live vicariously through your adventures at sea!

Please feel free to download Chapter 1 here .
Becoming a crewmember on a luxury yacht is a career move that not only can grow your bank account, but also can enlarge your worldview. It’s about travel, it’s about providing service, and it’s about stepping outside of your comfort zone to become more knowledgeable about the world, its customs, and its diverse people. I know from firsthand experience that when you take on an adventure such as the one offered in this industry, you can discover an entirely new perspective on life.” ~Julie Perry
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[image: 3 hôtesses sur le pont d'un voilier]The job of a stewardess on a yacht is growing more and more , just like the global demand for crew members. Although the stewardess position may seem the most accessible, it remains a passionate and demanding job.
Indeed, the job of stewardess on a boat is one of the most diversified and versatile in the maritime industry . In addition to the role of service and reception, a stewardess must ensure the safety of passengers on board alongside the captain/skipper; and be trained to react in case of emergency.
In this article, Capt’n Boat lists the prerequisites for the position of stewardess on a yacht, and the missions that are entrusted to her.
1. What is a stewardess on a boat?
A stewardess (or hostess) on a yacht is a person in charge of the reception and comfort of the passengers on board , whether it is a yacht, a sailboat, a cruise ship or any other type of boat.
The word comes from the Latin “hospes”, which means “host” or “guest”. Over time, the meaning of the word “hospes” has evolved to also include “person who welcomes guests”.
The term “hostess” is therefore used to refer to a person who takes care of the guests or passengers of a ship, ensuring their comfort and well-being during their stay.
The duties of the stewardess may vary depending on the type of boat and the company, and will be detailed later in the article.
2. What professional training to become a stewardess on a boat?
In order to be a stewardess, only one certificate is required: the Basic Safety Training Certificate (BST) .
Obtaining the BST consists of 4 courses:
	Individual Survival Techniques,
	Basic firefighting training,
	Personal Safety and Social Responsibility,
	Medical First Aid.

The BST is valid for 5 years. Without this training, you cannot work as a stewardess on a boat.
An ENG1 certificate is also required, delivered by a doctor approved by the Maritime and Coastguard Agency (MCA).
There is no “degree” as such to become a stewardess on a boat. However, it is recommended to have experience in customer service or in the hotel industry. For stewardess/cook, some shipowners may require a Food Hygiene and Safety Training .
Of course, the best training is experience! Improve your skills on the job, go to sea, do missions! It is with experience that you will improve!

[image: hotesse servant la table sur le pont d'un voilier]3. Qualities and skills expected from a stewardess on a boat
As a stewardess on a boat, it is important to have the following qualities in order to best manage customer requests:
	Communication skills : Be able to communicate effectively with passengers and crew.
	Service skills : Have a helpful and friendly attitude towards passengers to respond to requests quickly and efficiently.
	Organizational skills : Be organized to plan daily tasks, including cleaning of cabins and common areas, food and beverage supplies, and work schedules.
	For stewardess/cook => Culinary skills : Be able to prepare simple and varied meals to suit guests’ tastes and dietary restrictions.
	Safety knowledge : Yacht stews must have a basic knowledge of onboard safety procedures and be able to provide instructions to passengers in case of emergency.
	Ability to work as a team : With crew members and other personnel on board.
	Patience and resilience : Stewardesses must be able to deal with challenges and difficult situations that may arise on board, while remaining calm and professional.

Proficiency in multiple foreign languages is a major asset for this type of position.
➡ On Capt’n Boat, we regularly have requests for English, Italian or Spanish speaking stewardesses for sailboat/catamaran cruises.
Sign up if you haven’t already and find stewardess assignments all over the world! 👇
Of course, there are other qualities and skills, so don’t hesitate to put them forward in your seaman CV . The more versatile and adaptable you are, the better your missions will be!
4. The missions of a yacht stew
The stewardess is an important member of the ship’s crew and her main role is to take care of the passengers . Indeed, she makes sure that she is available to answer the customers’ requests and ensure their comfort on board. This includes:
	The reception of the passengers,
	preparation of the cabins,
	serving meals and drinks,
	organizing activities for customers,
	maintaining the cleanliness of the boat,
	management of supplies and stocks,

She also ensures the safety on board, with the other members of the crew.
It is important to note that the role of stewardess can vary depending on the size and type of boat, as well as the type of clientele. In some cases, you may also be responsible for preparing meals as a stewardess/cook.
Most of these missions correspond to the job of hotel staff, but here on a floating hotel!

[image: table dressée par hôtesse avec victuailles et boissons sur une péniche]Furthermore, depending on the size of the boat, the stewardess may have to work with a crew. This difference will have an impact on the number of tasks and may place you as the manager of the team on board.
5. Salary of a yacht stewardess 
The average salary of a stewardess on a ship depends on many factors, such as experience, the size of the ship, the area of navigation, the type of clientele and the duration of the service at sea. In the West Indies, Spain and Greece, the remuneration of a stewardess is around 200€/day. In France, it is about 250€/day. (Indicative daily wage based on the market standards observed).
As an example, for a one week cruise from Corfu (Greece) on a Lagoon 42 catamaran, count ~ 1400 €.
For a stewardess/cook, this remuneration is higher. You are free to negotiate your salary according to your past experiences.
Working as a yacht stewardess is a rewarding work experience. Although there is no specific background required, experience in the hospitality industry can be a plus.
If you like customer relations, teamwork, and above all, have a liking for the sea: this job is for you! An affinity with the maritime world is obviously required: you will be housed on the boat, so you will certainly be subjected to the swell and potential bad weather!
Register on Capt’n Boat and find missions all over the world!
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Steps to Become a Yacht Stewardess: From Training to Landing the Job
	Published on August 27, 2023

The yacht industry is a realm of luxury, precision, and impeccable service. Among the many roles onboard, the position of a yacht stewardess stands out for its blend of hospitality and maritime responsibilities. If you're considering a career as a yacht stewardess, here's a comprehensive guide to help you navigate the journey.
Understanding the Role of a Yacht Stewardess
A yacht stewardess is responsible for ensuring the interior of the yacht is immaculate and providing top-tier service to guests.
This includes tasks like setting tables, serving meals, cabin preparation and attending to guests' every need. The role demands a keen eye for detail, adaptability, and a passion for service.
Steps to Embark on Your Yacht Stewardess Journey
	Identify Your Interest : Before diving in, understand the demands and rewards of the yacht stewardess role. It's not just about luxury; it's about hard work, dedication, and a commitment to excellence.
	Acquire Necessary Certifications :
	STCW (Standards of Training, Certification, and Watchkeeping) : An internationally recognized certification mandatory for all yacht crew members. Courses and further details can be found at Professional Yachtmaster Training .
	ENG1 Medical Certificate : A health certification proving you're fit for sea duties.
	Food Hygiene Level 2 Certificate : Essential for stewardesses as it covers food preparation, handling, and storage.
	PDSD (Proficiency in Designated Security Duties) : Covers the importance of security on a vessel and the roles and responsibilities of crew members in various security positions.
	Stewardess Training Course : A specialized course tailored for aspiring yacht stewardesses, offering insights into the role's demands and best practices. More information can be found at Savvy Maritime Academy .
	Craft a Stellar CV : Your CV should be tailored to the yacht industry, highlighting relevant experience, certifications, and skills.
	Networking : The yacht industry thrives on connections. Attend industry events, join online communities, and engage with professionals on platforms like Work On Yacht.
	Dock Walking : Present yourself directly to yachts in marinas, offering your CV and expressing your interest in available positions. It's a proactive approach that can yield immediate opportunities.
	Stay Updated : The yachting industry is dynamic. Keep abreast of the latest trends, best practices, and emerging needs in the stewardess role.

Tips for Aspiring Yacht Stewardesses :
	Adaptability : Every day on a yacht can be different. Be prepared to adapt to varying guest needs and situations.
	Continuous Learning : Consider advanced courses or specialized training to enhance your skills and marketability.
	Networking : Building strong professional relationships can open doors to exclusive opportunities and recommendations.

Becoming a yacht stewardess is a journey of continuous learning, dedication, and passion for service. With the right approach, training, and mindset, you can carve a successful career in this exciting industry. Ready to embark on this adventure? Dive into opportunities on Work On Yacht and set sail towards your dream job.
Session Expired
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If you’re wondering how to become a yacht stewardess / steward, you’ve found the perfect starting point.
I’ve personally reaped the rewards of 10 magnificent years in the industry, where I started out as a yacht stewardess and worked my way up to Chief Stewardess. This has motivated me to help people like you that are wondering how to become a yachtie .
My goal here is to equip you with the best resources and knowledge for how to become a stewardess on a yacht. Make sure you follow these steps to ensure you successfully land your first job.
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Yacht Steward / Yacht Stewardess Job Description
As a Yacht Stewardess or Steward, you are responsible for all the interior operations of the vessel. This will include tasks such as housekeeping, laundry and high-end food and beverage service.
Interior Tasks Include:
	5 star food and beverage service
	Flower arranging
	Table scaping
	Laundry Care
	Interior housekeeping
	Updating interior inventories
	Accounting and budgeting
	Liaising with guests and co-ordinating activities


[image: how to become a stewardess on a yacht in canada]1. What Qualifications Do You Need to be a Yacht Stewardess or Steward?
In order to become a stewardess on a yacht, you will need to have an STCW Certification and pass an ENG1 medical.
The STCW (Standards of Training and Certification of Watch keeping) is an internationally mandated course and a minimum requirement for anyone who wishes to work on a yacht.
Throughout the training, crew members will acquire the necessary skills to handle emergency situations and ensure the safety of all onboard. They will also learn safe working practices to ensure the safety of themselves and their fellow crew members.
In 2010 the STCW convention added a new module requirement to the basic safety training, so ensure that you do the additional Proficiency in Security Awareness (PSA) module which takes one extra day.
This STCW course is comprised of 4 modules, takes 5 days to complete, and is valid for 5 years. The modules include:
	Personal Survival Techniques (PST)
	Fire Fighting and prevention (FFP)
	Elementary First Aid (EFA)
	Personal Safety and Social Responsibility (PSSR)

If you aim to work on vessels of +50m in size you may also need to hold the PDSD (Proficiency in Designated Security duties) course. This is a one-day online course for anyone who may be involved in security duties such as being a watch keeper.
To work on a yacht, you must undergo a basic medical examination called an ENG1. This assessment is performed by a doctor certified by the Maritime Coastguard Agency (MCA) to ensure that you are healthy enough to work on a yacht.
A list of MCA-approved doctors can be found  here .

[image: 4 yacht stewardesses wearing emersion suits]2. Recommended Courses if You want to Become a Yacht Stewardess / Steward
In order to become a Yacht Stewardess or Steward you do not necessarily need to hold any other courses or certifications. The courses you choose to do would be more so to boost your confidence and gain better insight into being a stewardess on a yacht.
Hood Hygiene and Safety Level 2
Although this course is not mandatory, I highly recommend you do it as most vessels require anyone handling food (Stews included) to hold this certification. There are a few variations of the course so just ensure that the one you do is MCA approved.
The purpose of this certification is to equip crew members with the skills to assume personal accountability for food safety. This involves understanding the importance of maintaining cleanliness and hygiene in both personal work areas and food preparation.
Introductory Yacht Steward/ Yacht Stewardess Training
These courses are generally held over 5 days, and include everything you need to know about how to get into yachting as a Stewardess or Steward, as well as what your job will entail.
You will learn all the basic elements of housekeeping, laundry, service, floristry, wine knowledge, and onboard living etiquette.
These courses are not essential, but extremely helpful in having you better understand what will be required of you if you want to become a Yacht Stew.
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If you are wondering how become a Yacht Stewardess with no experience, you are going to need to make sure your Yacht CV stands out from the rest.
Besides a well-laid out resume, you also need to highlight why you are the best candidate for this specific job that you are applying for. Be sure to highlight ANY transferable skills you may have to offer the industry. This could be hospitality experience, floristry, baby-sitting, yoga, or maybe you are a masseuse.
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To work as a stewardess on a Super Yacht, you will need to look into your personal situation and passport to identify which visa you need.
B1/B2 VISA – Needed to enter the United States and surrounding waters
Shengen Visa – Needed to enter Europe for the Mediterranean season
5. Locate Yourself in the Right Place at the Right Time
Once you are ready to head over to a yachting hub, you need to consider the time of year you are going. Ideally, you want to arrive a few weeks before the season starts. There are 2 seasons in yachting:
The United States and Caribbean Winter Season (November/December to March/April)
The biggest hub for yachting in America is Fort Lauderdale, and in the Caribbean, it is Antigua and St Maarten.
Please note that if you are not a green card holder or US citizen, I do not recommend flying into America and actively seeking work. This is illegal and could get you into trouble.
The Mediterranean Summer Season (April/May to September/October)
If you’re looking for the ideal spot in the Mediterranean, consider Antibes in the South of France. It’s a top yachting hub with plenty of crew houses and yacht agents. Plus, you’re within easy reach of other sought-after destinations like Monaco and Nice.
Palma, located on the island of Mallorca, is also a major hub for yachting. It boasts numerous marinas, agents, and crew housing facilities.

[image: aerial view of large marina with yachts]6. Day Working and Dock Walking for a Yacht Stewardess / Steward
“Daywork” is when you get hired on a day-to-day basis, earning cash and assisting boats as they need extra help onboard.
Daywork is a great way to get experience as a Yacht Stewardess or Steward. If you make a good impression on the Captain and Crew, this could lead to a permanent position onboard or a referral to another boat.
“ Dock Walking ” is when you walk the docks of marina’s handing out your CV in the hopes of being hired for day work.
7. Sign up with Yacht Crew Agencies
You will want to sign up with as many yacht crew agencies as possible. Here are some popular agencies you should sign up with to get started: Luxury Yacht Group, Blue Water Yachting, The Crew Network, Cotton Crews, Yot Spot, Northrop and Johnson, HR Crew and Burgess.
To stay updated on job postings, it’s important to check social media platforms like Facebook. Join various yachting Facebook groups such as Fort Lauderdale Yacht Crew, Palma Yacht Crew, and Antibes Yacht Crew. You want to keep checking these groups regularly to stay informed.
Yacht Steward / Yacht Stewardess Salary
As with everything in the industry, your salary is largely dependent on the size of the vessel, your experience in the industry, as well as your qualifications.
A starting salary for a Yacht Stewardess or Steward can range from $2500-$3500. From there you can expect to see annual salary increments as you spend more time in the industry.
If you want to set some goals, a Chief Stewardess’s salary can be upwards of $5000 – $9000. Possibly even more depending on the size of the vessel!
On top of these very attractive salaries , you may also have opportunities to earn more money in the form of charter tips and annual bonuses.

[image: tropical table setting with fruits and flowers]Roles and Responsibilities of a Yacht Stewardess or Steward
The housekeeping stew.
The role of a Housekeeping Stew is to clean and maintain all aspects of the interior of the vessel . Guest cabins and common areas need to be meticulously cleaned with a lot of care and attention to detail. They will also be cleaning crew areas such as the crew mess and bridge.
Cleaning the vessel is not as simple as it seems. You will be vacuuming, dusting, polishing, tooth-picking grooves, ear budding ledges, and working with delicate surfaces.
The Laundry Stew
The Laundry Stew is responsible for laundering, stain treating, ironing, and maintaining laundry for the entire vessel. This includes crew uniform, crew personal clothing, guest clothing, beach towels, bath towels, table linens, rags, and kitchen tea towels.
The job of a Laundry Stewardess is in fact a very meticulous one, as you will be dealing with a number of different fabrics and colors. A simple mistake could cost the boss a very expensive dress.
The Service Stew
The role of the Service Stewardess is to ensure that every want and need of the guests is met. As far as service goes, you will be serving 3 meals a day, afternoon canapes, sunset cocktails, and all the other beverages and snacks in between.
You may also be required to head over to the beach to do service if there is a beach set up, or go for a cruise on the tender to serve drinks and snacks. A fun part of the role is also of course the tablescaping, which is usually most Stewardesses’ favorite aspect of the job.

[image: yacht stewardess ironing in the laundry room]At-home Tasks for Your Personal Growth
There are a number of things you can do to boost your confidence as a Yacht Stewardess or Steward before joining the industry. I can assure you that personal skills and experience come preferred over certifications.
Take your time to do research, link up to the social media accounts of established stewardesses and get involved with any work or transferable skills that will boost your resume.
All of these tasks, to list a few, can be practiced at home and will impress your future employer.
	Napkin folding
	Table setting
	Cocktail making
	Making beds
	Toilet paper folds


[image: 4 yacht stewardesses standing together in uniform]Final Thoughts on Becoming a Yacht Stewardess / Steward
Some of you may find it easy to become a Yacht Stewardess or steward, and some of you may bump into some hurdles along the way.
Either way, my advice to you is to keep your head up and stay positive.
Work hard, put in extra effort wherever possible, keep smiling, and be a positive energy bubble in your work environment. Your efforts will pay off and soon you will be reveling in the world of Yachting. I hope to see you out there!
If you need any more advice I would be more than happy to assist you personally. Please pop me an email in the contact section.

[image: how to become a stewardess on a yacht in canada]Hi, my name is Lisa, a Chief Stewardess in the yachting industry with 10 years of experience, as well as 8 years of hospitality experience prior to that. Being in the yachting industry has been a whirlwind of adventure, growth, challenges and some of the best experiences of my life, and I am excited to share my knowledge and experiences with all of you.
7 Best Antibes Crew Houses: Where to stay for first-timers
Fort lauderdale crew houses: 21 of the best crew accommodations, 3 thoughts on “how to become a yacht stewardess / steward: an experienced insiders guide”.
Thank you for such helpful content!
Hi I’m interested in a position to be a Stewardess and to work in the bar or a restaurant on the boat . I would love to apply for a position in the mediterranean, I’m not sure where to start or if I have to do a course .
Hello Chelsea. When you are starting out in the Super Yachting Industry (not cruise ships) your role is more likely to include housekeeping and laundry. With more years of experience, your role will become more diverse and include bar tending and service. If you are looking to better understand the role of a Stewardess before joining the industry, then I have a great post on a Day in the Life of a Yacht Stewardess. If you are interested in joining the industry, then this article lists out everything you need to do to find your first job. Good Luck!
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Everything You Need to Know About Becoming a Yacht Stewardess
Last Updated: January 9, 2024 Fact Checked
This article was co-authored by wikiHow staff writer, Finn Kobler . Finn Kobler graduated from USC in 2022 with a BFA in Writing for Screen/Television. He is a two-time California State Champion and record holder in Original Prose/Poetry, a 2018 finalist for the Los Angeles Youth Poet Laureate, and he's written micro-budget films that have been screened in over 150 theaters nationwide. Growing up, Finn spent every summer helping his family's nonprofit arts program, Showdown Stage Company, empower people through accessible media. He hopes to continue that mission with his writing at wikiHow. There are 19 references cited in this article, which can be found at the bottom of the page. This article has been fact-checked, ensuring the accuracy of any cited facts and confirming the authority of its sources. This article has been viewed 5,279 times. Learn more...
If you’re social and love to travel, yacht stewarding might be the perfect career for you! Spending months at a time exploring exotic locations, helping out on the boat, meeting and working with lifelong friends all day long. It’s a job as rewarding as it is exciting. Keep reading and we’ll teach you everything you need to know about becoming a yacht stewardess.
Yacht Stewardess Job Requirements

[image: Step 1 Complete your STCW Basic Safety Training.]	SCTW certificates are valid for up to five years. After five years, you must take a fire fighting and sea survival refresher course.
	Make sure your course is certified by a national maritime organization in the country where you complete it.


[image: Step 2 Get your ENG1 Medical Certificate.]	Medical conditions that may inhibit you from receiving your ENG1 include, but are not limited to: epilepsy, heart disease, kidney failure, color-blindness, and history of drug/alcohol addiction. [3] X Research source
	If you are working on a small boat operating 60 miles from shore or less, an ML5 will suffice as a substitute for an ENG1.
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[image: Step 1 Travel to a yachting hub.]	Living near a yacht hub between jobs can be expensive. Look into a crew house - a privately-owned, budget-friendly accommodation where yachties and former yachties live - to stay while you network, complete your training and look for work. [5] X Research source


[image: Step 2 Network with other yachties.]	Make sure you look presentable while you network. Yacht stewardesses are extremely clean and well-groomed. Dress for the part you want by wearing deck shoes and an appropriate yacht shirt.


[image: Step 3 Work through a recruitment agency.]	Jobs like bartending, nannying, customer service, and cleaning all look good as these types of duties will be performed on the yacht.
	Look into doing free day work on boats to help build your sea legs and make connections with captains and crew.


[image: Step 5 Create a memorable CV.]	All yacht CV’s list certifications, work history, nationality, spoken languages, body modifications, references, and relevant skills. Some are even more in-depth with details like smoking habits and overall objective. [9] X Research source
	There are several free yacht CV templates online to help ensure yours fits the industry norm.
	Don’t be afraid to play around with the formatting. Your CV should be professional but also as unique as possible.


[image: Step 6 Deliver a good interview.]	Most interviewers are also looking for excellent presentation, leadership, and communication. Make sure to highlight these attributes when you answer their questions. [11] X Research source

You’d Make a Good Yacht Stewardess If…

[image: Step 1 You’re comfortable being away from home.]Benefits of Being a Yacht Stewardess

[image: Step 1 It gives you a chance to see the world.]A Day in the Life of a Yacht Stewardess

[image: Step 1 You’ll have lots of different jobs day-to-day.]Yacht Stewardess Pay

[image: Yacht stewardesses are paid well.]	Yacht stewardesses also have no living expenses since food, housing, electricity, water, even toiletries are provided on the ship. [22] X Research source
	Depending on the countries you sail out of, this can sometimes be tax-free!
	Tips are usually divided evenly among the crew.

Expert Q&A
You might also like.
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[image: private yacht stewardess]How to Become a Stewardess on a Private Yacht in 2024

[image: how to become a stewardess on a yacht in canada]Working as a stewardess on a private yacht is a unique and rewarding career choice. It offers the opportunity to travel the world, meet interesting people, and experience a luxurious lifestyle. However, it also requires a specific set of skills and qualifications. This article will guide you through the steps to becoming a stewardess on a private yacht.
Understanding the Role of a Yacht Stewardess
A yacht stewardess is responsible for maintaining the interior of the yacht, providing high-quality guest services, and ensuring the comfort and satisfaction of the yacht’s guests. Duties can range from housekeeping and meal service to managing onboard events and activities.
Required Skills and Qualifications
While no specific academic qualifications are required to become a yacht stewardess, certain skills and experiences can increase your chances of landing a job. These include:
	Customer service experience: Prior experience in hospitality, such as hotels or restaurants, can be beneficial.
	Strong communication skills: You’ll need to interact with guests and crew members effectively.
	Attention to detail: High standards of cleanliness and organization are crucial.
	Physical fitness: The job can be physically demanding, with long hours and lots of manual work.
	First aid and safety training: Many yachts require crew members to have basic first aid and safety training.

Steps to Becoming a Yacht Stewardess
Here are the steps you can take to become a yacht stewardess:
	Gain relevant experience: Start by working in hospitality or customer service roles to develop the necessary skills.
	Get certified: Consider getting a certification from a recognized yachting authority, such as the Professional Yachting Association (PYA) or the Royal Yachting Association (RYA).
	Network: Attend yachting events and connect with industry professionals. Many yacht jobs are filled through word of mouth.
	Apply for jobs: Look for job postings on yachting websites, in yachting magazines, and through yachting recruitment agencies.

Challenges and Rewards of the Job
Being a yacht stewardess can be challenging. The work is physically demanding, the hours can be long, and you may be away from home for extended periods. However, the rewards can be significant. You’ll have the opportunity to travel to exotic locations, work in a luxurious environment, and meet interesting people. Plus, the pay is often very good, especially on larger yachts.
Becoming a stewardess on a private yacht is not for everyone. It requires a specific set of skills, a strong work ethic, and a willingness to live a somewhat unconventional lifestyle.
However, it can be a rewarding and exciting career for those who are up for the challenge. By gaining relevant experience, getting certified, networking, and applying for jobs, you can make your dream of becoming a yacht stewardess a reality.
Was this helpful?
You may also like.

[image: Nanny Housekeepers: The Ultimate Solution for Busy Families]Nanny Housekeepers: The Ultimate Solution for Busy Families
Overwhelmed by the juggle of childcare and home upkeep? Nanny Housekeepers are the ultimate solution for busy families, seamlessly blending loving care with impeccable housekeeping. Embrace the peace of mind that comes with a harmonious home environment, where your children thrive and your living space sparkles. Say hello to your new family superhero!

[image: Understanding the Roles and Responsibilities of a Nanny Job]	INFO FOR STAFF

Understanding the Roles and Responsibilities of a Nanny Job in 2024
A nanny job involves more than just watching children. It includes responsibilities like meal preparation, creating educational activities, and maintaining children’s schedules. Nannies also play a crucial role in children’s development and well-being, requiring skills in communication, problem-solving, and patience. Understanding these roles is key to excelling in a nanny position.
Adding {{itemName}} to cart
Added {{itemName}} to cart
Superyacht Stewardess & Steward Training Course
First-class Superyacht Stewardess & Steward Training Course
UKSA’s Superyacht Stewardess & Steward Course is a unique programme designed to equip you with the knowledge and skills you need to work as a steward or stewardess in the fast-growing superyacht sector. You will be trained by our highly experienced, expert team to deliver exceptional levels of service and will leave fully appreciating the attention to detail expected onboard 7-star luxury vessels.

[image: how to become a stewardess on a yacht in canada]Our new five-week enhanced training programme starts in February 2024 and has been designed by a team of maritime experts who have responded to the industry’s need to recruit entry level interior crew with a much higher level of expertise and qualifications. 
Our yachting career students will tell you that we provide unbeatable  course content, training and facilities.  You will also enjoy modern shorebased accommodation and freshly prepared daily meals while you are training with us.


[image: Photos from the SYI Course]Superyacht Stewardess & Steward training course
UKSA’s ALL-INCLUSIVE, Superyacht Stewardess & Steward Course  is a unique programme for those wanting to work in the interior team on a superyacht. The course will equip you with all the expertise required to work onboard these prestigious vessels to deliver the ultimate standard of service. You will be trained in our unique superyacht training centre including  a fully equipped cabin/dining room, alongside the superyacht galley and laundry room, giving you a comprehensive superyacht simulation experience.
Our enhanced five-week course is delivered by UKSA’s experienced superyacht instructor team and the British Butler Institute and has been developed to align with the reputable IAMI GUEST Programme.
“ Interaction with principals and guests is about exceeding expectations, delighting, and surprising! We train interior students to reach the highest level of service to match and surpass, principals and guests very high expectations.”   Gary Williams, Principal of the British Butler Institute
UKSA has been delivering courses for over 35 years and we are proud that our one-to-one sessions, mentoring, careers advice, CV writing and recruitment support will give you the edge and contacts you need to enter the industry with confidence.
Training at UKSA gives you excellent value for money as all food and accommodation (both on board our yachts AND on site), tuition, mentoring and careers guidance are included in ONE PRICE. There are no hidden extra costs at UKSA.
Our aim is for you to leave the course, brimming with confidence and the skills to step aboard your first superyacht with the right attitude and skillset to succeed.
Why train with UKSA?
When you train at UKSA you experience our world-class tuition and over 35 years of maritime industry insight.  Also included in your course fee :
	Accommodation in our new  Sea.Change building  for the duration of your course *
	Freshly prepared breakfast, lunch and dinner provided each day
	Purpose built classrooms and navigational training simulators all on one site
	One-to-one mentoring throughout the course from your instructors
	Dedicated careers course manager
	Career support both during and after your time at UKSA
	Networking on site throughout your time at UKSA
	Use of our swimming pool
	Access to our fully equipped gym

*  subject to availability, we reserve the right to provide alternative accommodation on site
Training Course overview
	Introduction to the interior department and the role of an interior crew member
	5 Golden Pillars of service excellence
	setting a formal and informal table
	in cabin dining service essentials
	meet, greet and departures essentials
	deportment essentials and practical posture detail
	delivering silver service
	Personal presentation, professional etiquette and protocol
	Basic professional  housekeeping and attention to detail
	Table management, placement and settings
	Styles of service, order and steps of service
	Introduction to food and beverage service on board a yacht
	Flower arranging and presentation
	Service practical including cocktail and canape preparation
	Basic professional laundry procedures and laundry duties
	Health and safety onboard
	Appreciation of crew dynamics and life onboard
	Understanding of the high standards required
	UKSA superyacht uniform provided (branded polo shirts)
	Discounted rate for one  year’s membership of Nautilus International
	One day Knots and Yachts course
	Two day deck training
	Five days Basic Sail training

Assisted funding available
As a charity, we have funding opportunities available for many of our students. UKSA is committed to make training and qualifications accessible to those who have the desire to succeed in a yachting or watersports career. Your course advisor will be able to provide you with the details, assess your eligibility and put you forward if you are a suitable candidate. To see a full list of all of our funding options visit our  funding opportunities page  or call us to talk about your options on +44 (0)1983 203038
Meet your instructors
The Superyacht Stewardess & Steward Course is a unique programme designed to equip you with the knowledge and skills required to work as a steward or stewardess in the fast-growing superyacht sector with a focus on going above & beyond industry expectations.  As part of the course, you will be trained to deliver exceptional levels of service and will leave fully appreciating the attention to detail expected onboard 7-star luxury vessels, which will set you apart from other international candidates applying for the same roles.
Ben & Holly Cooke
With over thirty-five years combined experience in the hospitality industry, Ben and Holly look forward to sharing their passion for cookery, fine wines and hospitality with you all. As a husband-and-wife team they hope their interactive classes, practical learning and stories will fill you with inspiration to start your own adventure within the superyacht industry.
During your time with Ben and Holly, you will be introduced to the world of high end hospitality including Wine and Cocktail Appreciation (including Practical and Theory based learning), Laundry and Housekeeping Skills, Event Planning, Service Skills (including Silver Service), Floristry and The Little Gloster’s Super Yacht 101 – a super yacht service philosophy developed by The Little Gloster for the course specifically, as well as other practical essentials to succeed with onboard employment.
The British Butler Institute
is recognised as the leader in butler and hospitality training worldwide. Represented in over 14 countries, the Institute is a world leader in luxury front-of-house training with clients that span the globe including royal superyachts and royal palaces. You will be introduced to the VVIP world and receive expert hands-on training in the “5 Golden Pillars of Service Excellence”. This five-day module trains you in concierge excellence and includes setting a formal and informal table, silver service, seating a guest, cabin check lists, in cabin dining service, cabin orientation , meet, greet and departures, deportment and practical posture.
Superyacht Stewardess & Steward Training Course requirements
Interior crew are typically required to work long hours and must be physically fit and able. You must be energetic and enthusiastic with an ability to work to a high standard in all tasks. Some previous experience in hospitality is a great bonus, but not at all necessary to join the training. Also if you have aligned experience in beauty, food and beverages, catering, wine and art appreciation, massage, sports and training, these extra skills will also be useful in your career progression.
You must have an ENG1 seafarer medical fitness certificate to work at sea ( Find out more about the ENG1 Medical Certificate ).  Whilst it’s not essential to hold your ENG1 to complete your training with UKSA, it is required to hold this to secure work in the industry. For this reason, we recommend all students gain their ENG1 before they attend training.
	What is an ENG 1 Medical Certificate?

Qualifications gained
Our Superyacht Interior qualification is in line with the Introductory Level 1 (GUEST) programme.
	GUEST Yacht Interior Introduction module
	GUEST Basic Food service module
	Foundation Food Safety Certificate
	GUEST Wine, bar-tending & Mixology module
	STCW Basic Safety Training
	Level 2 Award in Food Safety / Food Hygiene
	UKSA Superyacht Hospitality Training Certificate
	MCA Proficiency in Designated Security duties
	RYA Powerboat Level 2
	RYA Personal Watercraft
	RYA Marine Short Range Radio
	Mental Health for Seafarers

 On successful completion of the Introduction Modules, you will have an eligibility to apply for the GUEST Certificate of Competence.
From our unique waterfront campus in Cowes, on the Isle of Wight, we have a wide range of facilities and fleet to ensure that our students have the very best learning experience. This course is all-inclusive, meaning everything is on site and all of your food and accommodation is included, so you can focus on your training.
Dates and pricing
Bbc broadcaster, ed sault, joins a uksa superyacht crew course .  video courtesy of bbc south..

Don’t just take our word for it

[image: how to become a stewardess on a yacht in canada]“Being at UKSA made me realise that you can achieve whatever you want to if you just pursue it. They equip you with everything you need to go into the industry confidently and care about your journey the whole way through. If you’re looking for an alternative to University or haven’t found something you want to do yet, a life on the water is an opportunity to have a unique adventure and make lasting memories.”
Get free careers advice
	First name *
	Last name *
	How did you hear about UKSA? * –None– Below Deck Bestadventurejobs.co.uk Bluedome.co.uk Careers-in-sport.co.uk Cowes Harbour Handbook EscapeTheCity.org Event Facebook Falmouth Marine School General Knowledge Google Ads Independent School Parent Senior Instagram IOW College IwCollege.ac.uk Neilson Outdoor collateral Press Referral RYA Dinghy Show RYA magazine RYS Sailing Today with Y&Y Sea Cadets UK Solent Handbook & Directory Southampton Boat Show Superyacht Knowledge SuperYachtNews.com The Apprenticeship Guide The Price is Wight The SuperYacht Report Website Yotspot.com
	General notes
	Opt-in to receive course information and relevant offers
	Accept Privacy Policy and Terms and Conditions .
	Phone This field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged.


[image: Maria-Barratt-thumb]#SeaChangeStories
I have honestly had one of the best times of my life. I have made friends that I’ll have forever and the experience as a whole has had a huge impact on me. If I was to advise someone how to get the best from this course I would say go to the bar in the evenings, speak to people and take any advice that is offered. In this way you will be prepared for your future in the superyacht industry. Maria Barratt -Networking/SY Hospitality/Maria Barratt
You may also be interested in

[image: A male Hospitality student setting a table onboard a Superyacht]Need help finding the right course for you?
Speak to an advisor on +44 (0)1983 203038 or email us
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[image: Smart Move Accomodations in Fort Lauderdale]Keep up to date with Smart Move
How to Become a Yacht Stewardess: Everything You Need to Know About the Job
Posted on: 11/26/2018

[image: gettyimages-5464596081]The annual salary for a yacht stewardess starts at  around $40,000  plus tips. While that may not seem like a lot to some, while you are living on the ship all of your expenses will be covered by the charter guest.
Being a yacht stewardess is a great way to see the world, meet incredible people, be fed every meal by a great chef, and live a more present lifestyle free of cell phones and constant connection. Away from your family and friends on the open water, you will find peace and adventure.
Read on to learn how to become a yacht stewardess and begin your dream career today. 

[image: Image 0375: ]How to Become a Yacht Stewardess: The Education Requirements
If you want to land a job as a stewardess, you will need to take some short courses that ensure safety and good service on the yacht. 
If you are looking for an entry-level position, then you will take the most standard courses, while those looking to become a chief stewardess will have to go back to school for further certifications. 
When you are first getting started in the yachting industry, you will need to complete an  STCW certification course   at an academy like the Maritime Professional Training Academy in Fort Lauderdale.
This  course costs   around a thousand dollars and is typically completed over about a week-long time range. 
How Hard is it to Get Hired as a Stewardess?
Getting hired as a stewardess aboard a yacht is generally not considered to be difficult. Once you have your STCW certification, you will be legally qualified to take a position.
In order to get a job, you should move to a major port city. In the United States, nine times out of ten that is going to mean Fort Lauderdale. Your other option is Newport in Rhode Island. While there are other cities in the country where you may be able to find a position, these hotspots are the best place for those new to the industry to scoop up work.
Once you land in the city, you can hit the docks with your resume looking for people who need to fill positions. In this industry, when you need someone, you need them now, so be prepared to start as soon as the next day.
If you have any hospitality experience such as bartending or entertaining guests, this is helpful to list on your resume.
What Time of Year Do They Hire in Fort Lauderdale?
To get hired as a stewardess, you should head to Fort Lauderdale in between seasons. This is where you will find the most stationary yachts giving you the best chance of landing a position.
There are two primary yachting seasons - summer and winter. To get hired for the summer season, you will need to be in Fort Lauderdale between April and June. For the winter season, you should arrive between September and mid-December.
These down-times are when yachts are in port preparing for the next season and you will be able to set up interviews with many different ship captains or owners at one time. 
Those are also the months that you would have off once you become part of a crew while the yachts are repaired and maintained for the next season.

[image: Image 0379: ]What Do I Do if I Don't Get Hired There?
When you are new to the yachting industry (the term is "green"), you may find it difficult to secure a position. When you begin asking around for advice, many experienced crew members will tell you to head to St. Martin to look for work. 
St. Martin is where many of the yachts head and make a port out of for the season. If you are there you can often find positions that crop up from other stewardesses who didn't work out or were unable to fulfill their obligation.
In order to do this, you will need to purchase a round-trip ticket in order to get through customs. You can cancel your returning flight at a later date if you find a position.
If you choose this route, be cautious when you talk to customs people at the airport. Don't tell them that you are coming to look for work. It can raise a lot of questions and prevent your entry in some cases. Just like how people coming to America aren't able to work, there are similar visa requirements for the island.
However, since you will be hired aboard an international vessel, those laws won't apply to you. But trying to explain all of that to an ornery customs agent isn't the best way to spend your first twelve hours in the city.

[image: Image 0380: ]Consider Registering with a Crew Agency
One of the best ways to find open positions aboard yachts is by registering with a crew agency. They will be able to pair you up with openings and act as an advocate on your behalf.
Before you hit the agency, make sure you spruce up your resume. You need to sell your abilities and talents to potential captains.
These agencies typically don't require any fee from you to join, so you might as well give it a shot. The agencies are paid by the ship captains once they agree to your placement.
If you go with an agency, you will still need to attend individual interviews and secure the position in the same way you would if you found it on your own. It's just a great way to aggregate leads and provides a lot of exposure for your resume bringing you more potential opportunities.
To stay on an agencies books, you will need to check in with them weekly while you are in between gigs. This is so that they can ensure that you are still available. Once you find placement, you will be required to check out.
Make sure you follow through with doing this or you may find it difficult to work with the same agent when you are in need of work again.
Networking Tips
Once you move to town, you will need to begin by walking the docks and meeting people. Dress professionally and make friends, this is a social industry where the right recommendation can go a long way.
Be proactive and positive while you network. You need to be confident in yourself and your ability to find a job if you want anyone else to believe in you.
Useful Skills to Have
While anyone can find a home aboard a yacht with the right attitude and certifications, there are certain skills that will move you up the hiring list. 
Those that have basic cooking skills, experience babysitting, formal service training, experience working in a bar or food service, mechanical experience, carpentry skills, and diving experience will all find it much easier to find work and they can also help you command more pay.
How to Secure the Most Pay
When you are first starting out as a crew member, your salary is usually a baseline. Over time, as you gain experience, you will be able to command a higher salary. 
Other factors that impact your wage include the size of the boat, the number of responsibilities that you will have, whether the vessel is chartered or for private use, and your ability to make a commitment to being on board long term.
Jobs that offer other benefits like medical and vacation time may offer lower pay as a trade-off, so decide what is important to you before you decide what vessels to head to look for work.

[image: Image 0377: ]A Note on Commitment
When you step aboard a yacht as a crew member for the first time, you will be very excited and eager to get started. But over time with subsequent charters, you may begin to lose your excitement, especially if your charter guests are particularly difficult or if you get into an argument with another crew member. 
While cruising around the world is a dream come true for many, you have to remember that it isn't a vacation. You will be expected to work hospitality hours, which are long and hard and often go late into the night. 
You will also have to contend with the personalities of the other crew members and try not to step on anyone's toes, both while you're staying in Fort Lauderdale   and on your ship. If you don't have an easy-going personality type, then this may not be the position for you. 
Once you take a job on a yacht, you need to make sure that you finish out your contract if you want to find employment anywhere else. Don't allow gossip,  bad etiquette  and drama to ruin your potential career.
Where to Stay While Finding a Position
Having learned how to become a yacht stewardess, you know your next step needs to be certification and moving to Fort Lauderdale to find a position.
Check out these great listings for a safe, affordable  place to stay .

How To Become A Yacht Stewardess - The Art Of Luxury Hospitality
In this article, we will talk about how to become a yacht stewardess and more. If you have a passion for travel, a flair for hospitality, and a desire to work in a dynamic and luxurious environment, pursuing a career as a yacht stewardess might be the perfect choice for you.
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[image: A yacht stewardess serving]The Role Of A Yacht Stewardess
	Guest Services - Providing personalized guest services is a crucial aspect of a yacht stewardess's role. They assist guests with their belongings, offer guidance on yacht facilities, and ensure their comfort and satisfaction throughout their stay.
	Table Service - Yacht stewardesses are skilled in the art of fine dining service. They set elegant tables, serve gourmet meals and beverages, and cater to individual dietary preferences with precision and flair.
	Event Planning - From intimate cocktail parties to extravagant soirées, yacht stewardesses excel in event planning and execution. They coordinate every detail, from decorations and entertainment to menu selection, to create unforgettable experiences for guests.
	Inventory Management - Stewardesses are responsible for inventory control, ensuring that supplies, provisions, and luxury amenities are well-stocked. They work closely with the yacht's chief stewardess or purser to manage budgets and procurement.

Skills Required
	Exceptional Communication - Effective communication is key to understanding and meeting guests' needs. A stewardess must possess excellent interpersonal skills to provide personalized service and build rapport with guests from diverse backgrounds.
	Attention to Detail - A keen eye for detail is vital to maintaining the luxurious ambiance of the yacht. Stewardesses must pay attention to every aspect of interior aesthetics, cleanliness, and service, ensuring perfection in even the smallest details.
	Multitasking Abilities - Working onboard a yacht demands the ability to juggle multiple tasks simultaneously. Yacht stewardesses must efficiently manage their time, prioritize responsibilities, and adapt to changing circumstances to ensure seamless operations.
	Professionalism and Discretion - A yacht stewardess must uphold the utmost professionalism and discretion at all times. They often work closely with high-profile individuals, and it is crucial to respect privacy, maintain confidentiality, and handle sensitive situations with tact and grace.
	Adaptability and Resilience - The yacht industry is dynamic and fast-paced. Stewardesses must be adaptable, ready to embrace challenges, and adjust to the demands of guests and the ever-changing itinerary.

Become A Yacht Stewardess


[image: how to become a stewardess on a yacht in canada]How to become a YACHT STEWARD or stewardESS! (Your step-by-step guide)
	Gain Relevant Experience and Qualifications - To become a yacht stewardess, start by gaining hospitality experience in upscale establishments and consider pursuing formal education in hospitality management. Enroll in industry-specific courses like STCW Basic Safety Training to learn essential safety protocols.
	Build Nautical Knowledge and Skills - Familiarize yourself with yachting terminology, etiquette, and develop proficiency in watersports. Acquiring basic culinary skills can also be beneficial for the role.
	Create a Professional Yachting CV - Craft a well-structured CV that highlights your relevant experience, qualifications, and skills. Tailor it for each application and include references from previous employers.
	Networking and Job Applications - Attend yachting events and job fairs to network with industry professionals. Register with reputable crew agencies and utilize online job platforms dedicated to yachting careers.
	Prepare for Interviews and Trials - Research yachts and owners before interviews or trials. Dress professionally, maintain a positive demeanor, and use trial periods to demonstrate your skills and adaptability.
	Continual Professional Development - Consider obtaining advanced certifications and embrace on-the-job training. Stay connected with industry professionals through networking events and conferences to expand your knowledge and career prospects.

Required Courses


[image: how to become a stewardess on a yacht in canada]What Qualifications do you need to become a Yacht Stew?
STCW Basic Safety Training
Food and hygiene certification, wine and beverage courses, interior introduction and service courses, silver service training, personal survival techniques (pst) and life raft training, best seasons to seek yacht stewardess jobs.

[image: 3 yacht stewardess on a yacht]Mediterranean Season
Caribbean season, crossover seasons, worldwide events and yacht shows, off-season considerations, people also ask, what are the main responsibilities of a yacht stewardess, how much do yacht stewardesses typically earn, are there any specific height or weight requirements to become a yacht stewardess, final words, .bwwcfb-1mysgrz{display:-webkit-box;-webkit-line-clamp:1;-webkit-box-orient:vertical;overflow:hidden;-webkit-line-clamp:2;} career as a yacht stewardess.
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[image: How To Become A Yacht Stewardess & Have A Career Of Fun]Over the years I have worked in many jobs to keep my travels funded. But by far the best job has been when I worked as a stewardess on yachts. For the avid traveller, there is no better job. If you are sick of working a 9-5, you want to get paid (well) to travel the world and are ready to make incredible friendships, then read on to find out  how to become a yacht stewardess .
While there are  numerous benefits  to this job it can also be a lot of hard work. If you’re not completely sure what yachting is, this post will explain just that and give you 10 easy to follow steps to becoming a yacht stewardess.
This job will absolutely change your life and I’m excited to help you get started. I’ve been off yachts for a couple of years now and I miss it every day. I am still trying to devise a plan to get back on them sometime soon.

[image: superyacht and sunset Montenegro]Disclaimer:   Some links in this article are affiliate links, which means that if you purchase through them, I receive a small commission at no extra cost to you. For more information on my disclaimer  click here .
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1. FIRSTLY, WHAT DOES A YACHT STEWARDESS DO?
“It’s like working on a cruise ship right?” I hear this time and time again – It’s nothing like working on a cruise ship. Cruise ships have 1000’s of crew and 1000’s of passengers. A superyacht although sometimes as big as a cruise ship only has a handful of guests and crew. Our job as a stewardess is to give impeccable, personalised service to our passengers.
Depending on the size of the yacht there are usually under 30 crew members. For example, a 50m yacht normally wouldn’t sleep more than 12 guests and only has 10-12 crew. It is essentially a floating 5-star hotel for the worlds richest people, celebrities and their guests. As a yacht stewardess, you need to predetermine everything the guests will require before you head out to sea and ensure they have the best time possible.

[image: superyacht table setting]Because of the limited number of crew members, you’ll need to be filling multiple roles. When there are guests on board you could be working 14 hour days or longer. A yacht stewardess will be in charge of three main areas: housekeeping, service and laundry. You also need to look after the crew areas and set up and pack down for crew meals.
One thing I like to tell people about yachting is, “There is no job description”. You will need to be available 24 hours a day and ready for anything the guest requests. While this seems absolutely crazy the benefits make it all worthwhile. Read an  interview with yacht stewardess  Melissa Ryan on why she loves being a yachtie. When there are no guests on, regular working hours are 9-5 Monday to Friday with weekends off.
MAIN RESPONSIBILITIES OF A STEWARDESS
	Provide 5-star service ensuring complete satisfaction of guests
	Foresee any items, food and drinks they could want while out at sea
	Set up and provide bar service, knowledge of cocktails and wines
	Perform different styles of meal service depending on guests requirements. From silver service, synchronised to buffet and anything in between.
	Create daily table centrepieces
	Create and maintain floral arrangements
	Host cocktail parties and other events on board
	Provide housekeeping and laundry service for guests and crew
	Be available at all hours of the day and night
	Take turns at watchkeeping and staying on board
	Ensuring the supplies, wines and decor is properly inventoried
	Shopping for crew provisions including toiletries and staff mess foods.

THE BENEFITS OF BEING A YACHT STEWARDESS
Ok! Where do I start? There’s  no more daily commute . Next time you’re stuck in peak hour traffic, think back to this. Roll out of bed after having arrived during the night to a new remote Caribbean island and be at work. Pretty great!
Next, you get to  live with all of your friends . You’ll  never get bored  on a yacht, that’s for sure. When you knock off work for the day grab your buddies and head off exploring that new island. If you’re in the Mediterranean (Med) visit the ancient Greek ruins or pop into a French cafe for a croissant. Maybe you’re in the South Pacific. I hope you like water sports. There’s plenty of time for that.

[image: superyacht crew family]Working on a yacht will  look great on your CV . You learn invaluable new skills and gain life experience while you’re at it.
You make  great money . Yep, you read that right. Not only do you get to enjoy these amazing benefits, but you also get paid well to do it. Depending on where you are from this could even be tax-free. Most starting wages are upwards of 2500€/month plus in some cases tips.
It’s exciting!  You never know where you’ll be next month, you’re always meeting new people, you get days off in some of the world’s most incredible locations and you will witness the most  unreal sunrises and sunsets.
HOW MUCH DOES A YACHT STEWARDESS MAKE
Check out this table to see the current yacht stewardess salary. All wages are per month in Euros. These are the ranges taken from the  Annual Dockwalk Survey of 2019.

[image: Stunning sunset in the Northern Sea]2. PACK UP YOUR BELONGINGS
Have you decided being a yacht stewardess is for you? Congratulations, then this post is for you! The first step is packing up your belongings. You’re moving on to a boat, so  pack as light as possible . Depending on where you go to get your first job (more on this in the next steps) you can pack accordingly.
in the Caribbean, it’s unlikely you’ll be needing heavy winter gear. A light jacket and pair of jeans will be sufficient. If you’re heading to the Med warmer clothes will be useful. Don’t take big bulky sports gear or you might be sharing a bed with them. If possible take a bag which can fold up as opposed to a hard suitcase. On some boats this is mandatory.
3. QUIT YOUR JOB
Yep,  do it ! *Cheers* “Yacht stewardess life come at me”.
Stop guessing what you need to do to get a superyacht job and use this checklist to beat the compettion
4. ARRIVE AT A YACHTING HUB
Now for the fun part. Where do you go to get a job as a yacht stewardess? Being a new crew member you want to maximise your chances of finding a job. How do you that? Yachting has two main seasons – Summer and Winter. At the end of each season, there is usually a lot of crew turnaround. During that time captains and owners need to do mass hiring twice a year. The Northern Hemisphere summer season sees most boats go to the Mediterranean or the North East of the USA. The winter season is predominantly in the Caribbean.
As mentioned above if possible you will want to arrive into the yachting hub at these peak seasons. For the winter Caribbean season, you need to be in  Fort Lauderdale , USA by October/November . For the summer Mediterranean season get to  Antibes, France or Palma De Mallorca in April/May .

[image: Monaco Marina is a yachting hub for getting a yacht job]There are crew houses designed especially for people like you. People who want to become a yacht stewardess, a deckhand, a chef and people who already are but looking for their next job. These crew houses understand the volatility of the industry and that you may be there for one week or two months.  Stay in a crew house  to alleviate paying bonds and monthly contracts plus meet cool people and unofficially start networking (more on that later).
5. FIND A TRAINING SCHOOL TO DO YOUR COURSES
Now you can’t just jump on a boat. There are a couple of basic safety training courses required before you are legally allowed to work as a yacht stewardess at sea. The first course is Standards of Training and Certification of Watchkeeping known as the  STCW 95  or STCW basic safety. You will also need to get your Proficiency in Designated Security Duties ( PDSD ). In the yachting hubs mentioned above, there are multiple training schools to choose from. One reputable company located in both Europe and the US is  Bluewater Yachting .
While you can do these courses around the world (potentially at home). I recommend doing them where you intend to find work. Yachting is all about networking and being in a class with 20 other students instantly connects you with other like-minded individuals. Some I might add could even be a chief stewardess doing her refresher and potentially looking to hire. Hint hint…

[image: Views from the porthole of your cabin]WHAT DOES THE STCW 95 AND PDSD INVOLVE?
The  STCW 95  is your basic minimum safety training required to work on a superyacht. There are four components which take five to six days to complete.
1. Fire Prevention and Fire Fighting (Basic Firefighting) 2. Personal Survival Techniques (PST) 3. Personal Safety and Social Responsibility (PSSR) 4. First Aid / CPR (Basic First Aid) 5. Proficiency in Security Awareness (PSA)
This entry-level course is open to anyone and costs around $900 USD or 1200€ to enrol. While this sounds expensive, you’ll be making your money back in no time. This course is a lot of fun. It’s very practical and the firefighting component gave me so much respect for our firefighters. It’s hot and hard work!

[image: Views From a Tender Ride Ashore]The  PDSD  course is for all seafarers who have designated duties under the ship’s security plan. In the superyacht industry, almost all crew members have designated duties – meaning you need to do this course too. 
This one day course costs $300 USD or 280€. You will learn about different security threats to yachts both in dock and at sea, how to recognise them, the use of proper security equipment and how to maintain your ships security plan.
6. COMPLETE YOUR ENG1
The ENG1 is your ships medical certificate. This is irreplaceable with other medicals no matter how thorough they are. You need to have a document stating you passed your ENG1 to join the yachting industry. There are only a few doctors around the world who conduct this examination so it’s wise to book ahead. Places like Fort Lauderdale can have one month waiting periods during peak season.

[image: a yacht tender in the superyacht garage Montenegro]7. WRITE A YACHT STEWARDESS CV
Writing a yacht stewardess CV is a lot different from writing a CV for a regular job. Captains receive hundreds of applicants during peak hiring periods. With many of these people having zero experience onboard a yacht, you need to know how to make yours stand out.

[image: Superyacht in calm seas]HOW TO MAKE YOUR CV STAND OUT?
Start off by adding some colour, not just a heading here and there. I mean big bold blocks of colour. Put in shapes of block colours and overlay with your text. Change up the format.
Oh, another resume that  looks  the same… boring. Next. Oh wow! Whats this column on the left about?  It’s  describing the person and their skills. Hmmm, I’ll keep reading.
While maybe this isn’t exactly how a captain thinks it may as well be. Choose a colour scheme and make it look fun. Just make sure it’s still professional and you can read everything. Make sure you include a picture of yourself and a detailed about me section stating your availability and current location. Add some interests and hobbies, because remember you’re applying for a place in someone’s home as well as a job as a yacht stewardess.
Need help? –  I offer personalised services to help you write your CV.  Please get in touch for my rates.

[image: yacht crew swimming in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean]GET THAT CV OUT THERE
Once you have a great CV outlining why you will be the best yacht stewardess you’ll need to get that CV out there. There are a few ways to do this. Firstly you can sign up for a  crew agency . These agencies take on the new and old crew and work with the yacht captains and owners to find the most suitable person for the role. This is a free service. Never sign up to an agent who is charging a fee.
Another way to get your resume seen is through  networking . Networking sounds daunting but really it’s just about being a nice, happy person and getting out socialising. Before the season starts basically everyone who has anything to do with yachts wants to throw a party to advertise their brand. In short as a wannabe yacht stewardess you get free entry into these lux parties, usually a bunch of free drinks to go with it and now you’re networking. Get out there talk to strangers and make connections. You never know who you’re talking to and if they need an additional crew member.
There are also numerous  online job boards . You can submit your resume directly to some of these or read advertisements from people looking for a yacht stewardess.
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As a result of your CV being out there, you’ll be getting all these calls asking for you to come in for an interview. They want you to be one of their yacht stewardess’s! To begin with, you need to  dress the part . Make sure you’re hair is up and neat and you have light minimal makeup on. Wear a polo shirt with either a skirt, skort or shorts that is a respectable length in a navy, black or beige. Most interviews are conducted on the yacht in person, so I wore flip flops to all of mine. This is because once you reach the boat it is yacht etiquette to take your shoes off before boarding.
Tip  – I know a lot of chief stews who look at nails, therefore make sure your nails are well manicured.
A usual interview will start with a tour of the yacht. The person interviewing you will then make sure you understand everything there is to know about the role, the schedule of the boat and about the current crew and their daily habits. While not all interviews are super laid back, as a new crew member, they know you do not have experience on boats. What they want to know is if you will be able to gel with the current crew. Will you be someone they can share a small amount of living space with. Will you be someone who can learn new skills and pick up this new lifestyle. Most importantly, be yourself, be happy and have fun.

[image: sunsets in the Mediterranean ]9. BECOME COMFORTABLE SHARING SMALL SPACES
If you want to work as a yacht stewardess, you need to learn to share a cabin with someone. Your cabin is most likely a quarter of the size of your current bedroom if not less and add to that it’s shared. Welcome to crew living! This is why you need to pack light. All of your belongings will need to fit in a wardrobe much smaller than what you are used to.
Things to remember when sharing a small space whether it’s your cabin or the crew mess (living area).  Be   respectful  of others belongings – if it doesn’t belong to you, don’t touch it.  Clean up after yourself . There’s nothing worse than living with someone who is a grot.  Be courteous . Your crewmates are working weird hours, don’t be the reason they can’t sleep.

[image: Porto Montenegro in Tivat Marina]10. ENJOY YOUR NEW LIFE AT SEA!
Finally and most importantly  enjoy your new life at sea ! Being a yacht stewardess is such a special career and there is nothing which compares to it. Savour the  unique experiences  which will present,  see the world  while getting paid, make  lifelong friends , learn  new skills  and enjoy being rocked to sleep by the rolling waves.
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Actually not long. The required courses and ENG1 can be done in a week. The longest part is the preparation of packing, heading to a yachting hub and then searching for a job. Most people I know found a job within a couple of weeks to 2 months. However, this will vary depending on the time of year you seek work.
DO YOU WANT FURTHER STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS TO BECOMING A SUPERYACHT STEWARDESS?
Does this sound like something you would like to do ? If yes, then let me introduce you to my book Superyacht Crew. Over the past four years, Melissa Ryan and I have worked onboard yachts in various positions. While you can absolutely follow the steps listed above, but if you would like more detailed help entering the industry than this is  the book for you . Each year more people make the switch to working aboard superyachts. If you are serious about making this career yours then act now.
Superyacht Crew: How to Start Your Career in the Superyacht Industry  is full of information and secrets we learned from our combined years of yachting. This comprehensive guide has helped numerous friends and family members make this dream a reality. Now we want to help  you ! Get step by step instructions no matter where you are in your job search. Gain insider knowledge, use our  yacht stewardess CV examples  and find learn to ask the right questions in your interviews.
My favourite part of the book is the  detailed reference guide . We know the best crew houses, crew agencies and training schools. We either used them personally or have friends who did. Don’t waste time finding misleading information online, use our tried and tested companies to start your career. Do you want to know which doctors do the ENG1? We have listed where you can find qualified ENG 1 doctors around the world.
Make sure you join our facebook group for new yachties and ask us any questions you have.
Click to buy superyacht crew: How to start your career in the superyacht industry today

[image: ' data-src=]My name is Erin, the lady behind Curiously Erin. After more than 10 years of travelling and working abroad, I wanted to create a platform where I could share my stories and travels. My goal is to help you live the life you desire and inspire you to travel more.
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[image: ' data-src=]Have you ever thought about working a snow season? Maybe you’re a keen skier or snowboarder and want to take your riding ability to the…
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I’ve done a lot of research on finding the best companies to teach English online with. Once completing my online TEFL certificate (Teaching English as a Foreign Language) it…
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Could you ever imagine waking up in Abu Dhabi, having breakfast in Paris, lunch in Cyprus, and dinner in Singapore? That’s the life of a…
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Every year, we make resolutions to change something about how we’re living our lives. If you want a career change that allows you to travel…
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Imagine never having to put in for holidays at work again. Instead, packing up and going where your heart desires. Working in cafes in Paris,…
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Giving gifts to a blogger is SO difficult. Like, what do they even do? Most of my family and friends don’t understand this line of…
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Become a Steward or Stewardess on a Superyacht.
A perfect way to combine work and travel – and you’ll get to spend your time in the sunshine and in some of the most beautiful places in the world.
The Superyacht industry is constantly on the lookout for energetic, hardworking people, male or female, to provide guests and owners with the ultimate holiday experience.
Read on to discover answers to some of the most common questions we’re asked about being a Stewardess on a superyacht…
What qualifications do I need to work on a Superyacht?
	ENG1 medical required by all crew who work at sea. If you are thinking of becoming a Superyacht Steward/ess, then we recommend you complete the ENG1 medical before completing Step 2.
	STCW Basic Safety Training Course  is a set of compulsory qualifications required by all crew who work at sea. You will complete a Sea Survival course, First Aid, Fire Fighting (great fun), and topics on Health and Safety, and Security.
	Get some experience . If you have hospitality experience or you have worked as a Nanny, Beautician, Hairdresser or Air Steward/ess, to name a few, then this will look great on your CV.

How do I get a job on a yacht with no experience?
It’s true that you don’t have to have worked on a yacht to start your career as a Steward/ess (apart from the compulsory qualifications mentioned above!).
Like any new career, though, it is a good idea to get some training in the basics so you can hold your own onboard. All yachts run slightly differently so one size does not fit all. To increase your chances of finding a job the more experience you can get the better.
The more experience you can offer the yacht, the better. So, if you don’t have any transferable skills,  then Flying Fish can help .
How do I find work on a Superyacht?
There are three ways crew find a job.
	Most crew travel to Antibes, France described as the hub of yachting in the Mediterranean.
	Online, we talk a bit more about “going online” below.
	Contacts. If you know somebody that is already working on a Superyacht then through their connections it is possible to find work.

Almost everybody that is looking for a job on a Superyacht travels to Antibes, France. On arrival, crew tend to stay in a crew house such as the  Crew Grapevine  used as a base to look for work.
If budget is a concern then crew join forces and rent an Airbnb between them. The advantage of a crew house like the Crew Grapevine is that the owners (ex-yachties) actively help you find a job.
The way you find a job on a Superyacht is quite unique. From your base in Antibes, you would travel to other ports in the local area, walk the dock and chat to the crew working onboard to see if there are any positions available.
Superyacht crew who have the evening off will go to the local bars to unwind. This is the perfect chance to get to know people that are working on Superyachts and to build connections in the industry.
Learn more about it here
Go online to look for work
All Superyacht recruitment agents post positions on their respective websites. Once qualified, new crew would register with the agency and complete their registration form. You would then get in touch with the agent to start searching for that dream job.
The recruitment agent’s job is to match the right candidate for the job being advertised. There are many recruitments agents out there, a quick Google search for “ Superyacht Recruitment Agents ” will bring up a list.
Facebook is another medium that yachts use to post jobs. To keep up to date is it worth joining a couple of the Superyacht Facebook groups. Yacht crew jobs and Palma yacht group are two examples.
Amelia, who trained with Flying Fish in 2020, gave some good advice:
“Sign up to a few good recruitment companies, make sure you interview with the recruiter first rather than using Facebook. Second, when you have your interview, make sure you ask questions about the yacht. This is because you are not only finding a job but a home and family too, so ask as many questions as possible to make sure it’s the right yacht for you.”
How long does it take to find work as a Steward/ess on a Superyacht?
Over the 12 years that we have been running  Steward and Stewardess courses, most find a job between one to four weeks. We have had customers that have found a job in a day and others that have taken six weeks to find that perfect job.
The time it takes to find a job is down to you. You will need to be proactive, up early, and make sure you are at the front of the queue. From our experience, people who work hard and explore every opportunity will find a job quickly.
Every Chief Stew that calls us for a reference asks the same questions – does the candidate have a  good attitude ? You need to be hard-working, happy to work long hours, and used to mucking in. Have a can-do attitude and a willingness to go that extra mile to help your fellow crew mates.
When’s the best time to look Steward/ess Superyacht work?
Traditionally Superyachts recruit for the Mediterranean season anytime between February to May. That being said, yachts recruit all year round. We have seen many graduates find work in July and August when the season is in full swing.
The next key recruitment period is between September and November as yachts prepare for the Caribbean season. Yachts will cross the Atlantic anytime between December and January to cruise the Caribbean or the US for the winter.
Superyacht crew who have had a busy Mediterranean season may decide to take the winter off, which leaves opportunities for new crew to enter the industry.
How much money does a Steward/ess typically make?
A Steward/ess starting out in the industry can expect to earn €2,000 to €3,500 per month – almost all crew paid in Euros. The salary can depend on many factors, the main one being the yacht’s “crew budget.”
The owner or management company will agree on a budget that the Captain uses to hire crew, which can lead to small variations in the amount yachts pay their crew.
Your salary can also depend on whether you work on a Charter or Private yacht. It is customary for charter guests to tip the crew, the tip is normally around 10% of the charter fee. Chartering a Superyacht can set you back anywhere from €250,000 to €1 million per week.
Tips are split evenly amongst the crew and on average, can be anything from €2,000 – €5,000 per charter.
Is my salary tax-free?
As a crew member (or Seafarer) working on a Superyacht, it is likely that you will be out of the Uk for a significant about of time. Spend more than half of the year abroad then you fall under a specific piece of legislation called the Seafarers Earning Deduction Scheme. As a basic principle, if you are out of the UK for more than 183 days then there is no income tax on income (including tips) from the yacht.
UK Seafarers are required to complete a self assessment tax return each year. Flying Fish are registered tax agents and offer a Seafarers tax service to the yachting industry. We work with hundreds of customers to insure that their Self Assessment tax returns are completed on time.
What is it like working on a Superyacht?
All Superyacht crew work, eat, and sleep onboard. The yacht will become your home, and all meals are provided while onboard. Your contract will specify your duties, salary, working hours, and holiday. The yacht will supply your uniform and provide further training if necessary.
Superyacht crew will be comfortable with being away from their friends and family for long periods of time. For your first job, expect to be away from home for an extended period, which may be six months or more.
There are various roles within the Interior department; Laundry, Service, and Housekeeping. Depending on the size of the yacht will depend on what your role is onboard. For example, large yachts will have a dedicated laundry team, while for a small yacht (35-40M), the Stewardess will do all three.
During a normal week, when there are no guests onboard, you are likely to work five days a week, with weekends off. The structure of your working week will differ from yacht to yacht, but there will be time off to explore and have some well-earned downtime.
What’s a typical working day like for a Steward/ess?
Your working day will typically start at 8:00 am and finish at 6:00 pm, usually six days a week. When on charter, or if the owners are onboard, your work hours will differ. Unsociable hours are common when guests are onboard.
What are the cabin arrangments ?
You will share a cabin with another Stewardess. The cabins are small but comfortable with an ensuite bathroom. There is access to the internet via that yacht’s Wi-Fi system, so you’ll be able to keep in touch with friends and family at home.
 Can I make a career in yachting?
Yes, and many have! Becoming a Superyacht Stewardess can be a career, and what an amazing career it can be. Every Stewardess starts out as a Junior Stew; then, as you gain time and experience onboard you can progress to 2nd Stew, then Chief Stew.
The chief Stew runs the entire interior team, manages the budget, and will be the first point of contact for the guests and owners – not an easy role.
Some yachts will employ  a Purser , which can be best described as the PA to the Superyacht.
Not only is there progression, but becoming a Superyacht Steward/ess offers the travel and adventure we all seek. You will meet some of the world’s rich and famous and make some friends for life.
So, how do I become a Steward/ess on a Superyacht?
This is where we come in. Flying Fish run a two-week Superyacht Steward/ess course that includes all the qualifications and skills you need to get started in the industry. Everything from the STCW Basic Safety Training to our specialised Interior programme, run by an ex-chief Stewardess.
The course is great fun; you will learn loads of new skills and meet like-minded people who, like you, are thinking about a different career path.
Superyacht Steward/Stewardess Course
Become a steward or stewardess on a superyacht.
Becoming a Superyacht Steward or Stewardess is the perfect way to combine work and travel.
The course is suitable for complete beginners or those with experience who are looking to work as a Steward or Stewardess on a Superyacht.
Want to find out more?
Contact our team at Flying Fish today for information on our Superyacht Steward/ess course, life as a Stewardess, qualification advice and much more!
Alternatively, click on our Superyacht Steward/ess course below and kick start your new career today!
The ultimate guide to working on Superyachts
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Essential stewardess courses to distinguish you in the competitive market.
Essential Superyacht Stew/Stewardess Qualifications:
Certain training courses are essential for you to qualify for employment onboard certain types of yacht and superyachts. Additional training, specific to the role of the steward(ess) is beneficial to those who are new to the industry, would like to refine and broaden their skill set, or to those who would like to progress in their career as a yacht steward(ess).
Below is a list of courses you should complete as essential yacht stew/stewardess training in order to meet the general employment requirements for both private and commercial superyachts.
	STCW Basic Training
	Food Safety & Hygiene Level II
	Proficiency in Security Certificate
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In order for you to legally obtain a job on a  commercial  superyacht (over 24m) you have to be certified with all four basic safety training modules, which are as follows:
	Personal Survival Techniques | PST (A-VI/1-1)
	Fire Fighting Fire Prevention | FFP (A-VI/1-2)
	Elementary First Aid | EFA (A-VI/1-3)
	Personal Safety and Social Responsibilities | PSSR (A-VI/1-4)

STCW Basic Training courses can be booked on an individual bases or booked in combination with other essential deckhand courses. You can  find out more about STCW Basic Training , connect with an  STCW Basic Training Centre near you , or continue to other deckhand safety training courses below.
*Although this is a commercial requirement, it is generally seen as a requirement for employment onboard private vessels by yacht owners, captains, management companies or flag states. Failure to obtain STCW Basic training can severely limit employment opportunities.
Find out more information about the STCW Basic Training
Find an STCW Basic Training Course / school near me
Food Safety / Food Hygiene Level 2 Certificate:
All MLC complaint vessels require staff involved in food handling and catering activities on board to hold a recognised food safety certification. Due to the fact that there are a number of awarding bodies, accepted by different flag states, you are likely to encounter variations in this course. It is important to ensure that a) the course that you choose is MLC compliant and b) accepted by the flag state that you choose to work under. In order to meet the requirements of the majority of flag states, including the UK Maritime & Coastguard Agency, it is recommended to pursue an MCA approved version of the course.
We have ensured that the training providers listed for this course on My Crew Kit are approved by or accepted the MCA. You can find out more information about the course and find an in class or online version of the class on the link below:
MCA Approved Food Safety / Hygiene in Catering Level II

[image: Food Hygiene Certificate Galileo]Proficiency in Security Awareness / Duties Certificate
(STCW A-VI/6-1) & (STCW A-VI/6-1)
In order to work on an ISPS-compliant vessel, an STCW proficiency in security certificate is required. Proficiency in Designated Security Awareness (PSA)  is the minimum requirement, whereas  Proficiency in Designated Security Duties (PDSD)  is required for crew who are designated security duties on such vessels.
Both courses can be done in class or online. *ISPS complaint yachts are commercial yachts larger than 500GT (Usually commercial yachts +50m in length)*
Find out more about the PSA & PDSD STCW Certifications and connect with a training provider, or continue reading about further deckhand training below.
Find a PDSD course 
Additional / Beneficial Yacht Stew/Steward(ess) Qualifications:
These are additional courses and certifications specific to the duties associated with a yacht steward(ess).
Introductory Superyacht Stewardess Course:

[image: Super yacht stewardess serving guests at training school]This yacht stewardess crash course will better prepare you for the industry and teach you some basic skills and principals. Usually grouped with the above essential courses and offered as a combined training package. Stewardess courses are useful for people with no transferable skills that are unfamiliar with the industry. Although these courses are helpful and should improve your chances of gaining employment, they may not necessarily be accredited or internationally recognised. Although the Syllabus is dependant on the training provider, similar topics are usually covered. These yacht steward(ess) courses are available in both online and in-class formats.
Find a Recommended Superyacht Stewardess Course Training Provider
GUEST Hospitality Steward / Stewardess Training Program:
The G.U.E.S.T Hospitality program is accredited by the International Association of Maritime Institutions (IAMI) who are recognised by the UK Maritime & Coastguard Agency (MCA). The program provides interior yacht crew with a clearly defined training routes upon which to grow a career upon. The hospitality program, tailored towards the role of the yacht steward(ess) is comprised of three levels of assessment ( Introduction , Advanced & Management Level) as well as specialist modules for specific duties.

[image: GUEST Hospitality Program]The Hospitality Introduction Program is appropriate for entry level crew and consists of four modules that are as follows:
	Unit 23: GUEST Introduction to Yachting & Yachting Life
	Unit 32: GUEST Basic Housekeeping & Laundry Service
	Unit 02: GUEST Basic Food & Beverages Service
	Unit 03: GUEST Basic Wine, Bartending & Mixology

Additional training, information and topics deemed as appropriate by the training provider in question may be included with the packages and/or modules offered. Both online and in-class training options are available.
Find Out More / Connect With a Training Provider
Hospitality Specialist Training Modules are available for those who would like to refine specific skills.
	Unit 06 | Cigar Services
	Unit 10 | Floristry & Plant Maintenance
	Unit 11 | Barista & Hot Beverages
	Unit 12 | Advanced Wine Appreciation Module 1
	Unit 13 | Advanced Wine Appreciation Module 2
	Unit 14 | Advanced Bartending & Mixology Module 1
	Unit 15 | Advanced Bartending & Mixology Module 2


[image: ]Power Boat Level II :
Many yachts, especially those less than 50m, may require a stew to drive a tender from time to time, it can, therefore, increase your employability on smaller vessels.
Find a Power Boat II training course

[image: Crew sitting in a small powerboat during their level 2 training to work on yachts]WSET Wine Training
The Wine & Spirit Education Trust provides globally recognised education and qualifications in wines, spirits and sake, for yacht crew who have service-related roles.
Find a WSET Training Centre
Transferable Skills and Training:
Previous jobs or training that you have experienced may be positive to your yachting skill set. Have you worked or training as a waitress/waiter, beautician, hairstylist, makeup artist or masseuse/masseur? Training and skills such as these will compliment your yacht stewardess training and boost your chances of finding a job on a yacht.
Find out more about transferable skills / move to step 3

[image: stewardess beautician training]Find Steward(ess) Training Near you:
Find stewardess training courses in the selected countries below. You can refine the location on the results page.
South Africa 
United Kingdom 
United States
View All Regions
Yacht Steward(ess) Training in South Africa:
Find training courses in Durban or Cape Town , South Africa or connect with a featured training provider below:
Trilogy Luxury Training
Yacht steward(ess) training in the united states:.
Find training courses in Fort Lauderdale, Miami, Cape Canaveral & Orlando Florida on the links below or view all stewardess training providers in the United States.
Savvy Maritime Academy
Fort lauderdale, yacht steward(ess) training in france.
Find superyacht stewardess courses in Antibes and Cannes or view all stewardess training providers in France.
Yacht Steward(ess) Training in the United Kingdom
Find superyacht stewardess courses in Antibes and Cannes or view all stewardess training providers in The United Kingdom
Yacht Steward(ess) Training in Spain
Palma de mallorca.
Username or Email Address *
Remember me Lost your password?
Username or Email
Get New Password
How to Become a Stewardess on Yachts in 5 Steps: Guide
Picture yourself amidst sparkling turquoise waters, basking in the warm rays of the sun, and indulging in the luxurious lifestyle of the high seas. Working as a stewardess on yachts offers a unique and enchanting opportunity to turn this dream into reality. From sailing across idyllic destinations to serving the needs of esteemed guests, this career path brims with allure, excitement, and endless possibilities.
As the yachting industry continues to flourish, there is an ever-increasing demand for skilled professionals who can provide exceptional hospitality services on board. Whether it’s a superyacht or a sleek sailing vessel, the role of a stewardess is vital in ensuring an unforgettable experience for passengers and maintaining the smooth operation of the vessel.
In this comprehensive guide, we will take you on a journey towards becoming a stewardess on yachts. We will delve into the skills, qualifications, and training required to excel in this industry. Furthermore, we will explore the various responsibilities and challenges that come with this role, along with the rewards and opportunities it presents.
Here’s an overview of what lies ahead in this article:
	Understanding the World of Yachting: We will begin by providing an overview of the yachting industry, its growth, and the unique aspects that set it apart from other sectors of hospitality and tourism.
	Skills and Qualifications: Here, we will explore the essential skills and qualifications necessary to thrive as a stewardess on yachts. From interpersonal skills to knowledge of safety protocols, we will outline the key attributes that employers seek in potential candidates.
	Training and Certifications: In this section, we will discuss the various training programs and certifications available to aspiring stewardesses. We will highlight recognized courses and institutions that can help you develop the necessary expertise and boost your career prospects.
	Roles and Responsibilities: Discover the wide range of responsibilities a stewardess assumes on board, including housekeeping, guest services, table setting, event coordination, and more. We will delve into the intricacies of each role and provide insights into how to excel in them.
	Life on Board: Here, we will explore the lifestyle of a stewardess on yachts, offering a glimpse into the challenges, rewards, and unique experiences that come with living and working in this extraordinary environment.

By the end of this article, you will have gained a comprehensive understanding of what it takes to embark on an exhilarating career as a stewardess on yachts. So, prepare to set sail and uncover the secrets of this remarkable profession that blends adventure, elegance, and unparalleled hospitality.
What is the role of a stewardess on yachts?

[image: How to Become a Stewardess on Yachts]The position of a stewardess on yachts encompasses a wide range of responsibilities and duties that are crucial to maintaining a high level of service and ensuring the comfort of guests on board. A stewardess plays a pivotal role in creating an unforgettable experience for passengers while upholding the impeccable standards of luxury and hospitality associated with the yachting industry.
One of the most essential qualities for a stewardess is excellent interpersonal skills. The ability to communicate effectively, build rapport with guests, and anticipate their needs is paramount. Stewardesses must possess a warm and welcoming demeanor, ensuring that guests feel at ease and valued throughout their voyage. Exceptional customer service skills are vital in addressing any requests or concerns promptly and efficiently, leaving guests with a lasting impression of impeccable service.
Attention to detail is another vital aspect of a stewardess’s role. Every detail, no matter how small, contributes to the overall guest experience. From meticulously arranging table settings and cabin decorations to ensuring that all amenities are in perfect order, the stewardess must demonstrate a keen eye for detail and a commitment to maintaining the highest standards of cleanliness, organization, and presentation.
Adaptability is also a key attribute for a stewardess. Yachting is an industry that operates in a dynamic and ever-changing environment. Stewardesses must be flexible and quick to adapt to different situations and guests’ preferences. They should be able to handle unexpected challenges with composure and find creative solutions to ensure that guests’ needs are met efficiently.
In addition to these overarching qualities, stewardesses may perform various tasks and roles on board. Guest service is at the forefront, and stewardesses are responsible for creating a welcoming atmosphere, attending to guests’ needs, and providing assistance and information throughout the voyage. They may serve meals and beverages, organize activities and excursions, and facilitate a wide range of guest requests.
Housekeeping duties are also an integral part of a stewardess’s responsibilities. Maintaining pristine living spaces, including cabins, lounges, and common areas, is essential to ensuring a comfortable and enjoyable stay for guests. This includes regular cleaning, making beds, restocking supplies, and attending to laundry and wardrobe needs.
Furthermore, stewardesses may be involved in event coordination, assisting with the planning and execution of special occasions on board. This may include arranging and decorating dining areas, coordinating entertainment, and ensuring that all aspects of the event run smoothly.
In summary, the role of a stewardess on yachts is multi-faceted and demanding. Excellent interpersonal skills, attention to detail, and adaptability are vital qualities for success in this profession. From guest service to housekeeping and event coordination, stewardesses perform a diverse array of tasks that contribute to the overall luxury experience and the satisfaction of guests on board.
Building the Necessary Skills and Qualifications
What are the essential skills and qualifications required to become a stewardess on yachts.
To embark on a career as a stewardess on yachts, there are certain essential skills and qualifications that can enhance your prospects and help you excel in this profession. These include a combination of both technical abilities and personal qualities that contribute to the overall guest experience and the smooth operation of the yacht.
	Interpersonal Skills: Excellent communication, interpersonal, and customer service skills are fundamental for a stewardess. The ability to interact with guests and colleagues in a professional, friendly, and approachable manner is crucial. Stewardesses must be able to anticipate and fulfill guests’ needs, while also maintaining a positive and welcoming atmosphere on board.
	Attention to Detail: Meticulous attention to detail is essential for maintaining high standards of cleanliness, organization, and presentation. Stewardesses should possess a keen eye for spotting and rectifying any issues or discrepancies promptly. From setting the table with precision to ensuring that cabins are immaculately clean and well-stocked, attention to detail contributes to the overall guest experience.
	Adaptability: The yachting industry is known for its dynamic nature, and stewardesses must be adaptable and flexible in their approach. They should be able to handle changing circumstances, adjust to different guest preferences and requirements, and thrive in a fast-paced and ever-changing environment.
	Multitasking and Time Management: Stewardesses often have multiple responsibilities at any given time, ranging from guest service to housekeeping and event coordination. The ability to multitask effectively and manage time efficiently is essential for balancing various duties and ensuring that everything is executed smoothly and on schedule.

What is the importance of formal training and certifications, such as STCW?
Obtaining formal training and certifications is highly recommended for aspiring stewardesses. One of the most recognized certifications in the yachting industry is the STCW (Standards of Training, Certification, and Watchkeeping). This internationally recognized certification covers essential safety and emergency response training, including firefighting, first aid, personal survival techniques, and social responsibility. The STCW certification is mandatory for working on commercial vessels and is highly valued by yacht owners and charter companies.
Additional training programs, such as courses in hospitality, food and beverage service, and housekeeping, can also provide valuable knowledge and skills specific to the yachting industry. These programs often cover topics like wine service, table setting, etiquette, and guest relations, equipping stewardesses with the expertise necessary to deliver exceptional service on board.
The significance of gaining experience in the hospitality or service industry
Gaining experience in the hospitality or service industry can significantly enhance your chances of becoming a stewardess on yachts. Prior work experience in hotels, restaurants, cruise ships, or private residences can provide valuable insights into delivering high-quality service, understanding guest expectations, and handling various aspects of guest care. This experience can demonstrate your ability to work in a customer-focused environment and showcase your dedication to providing exceptional service.
Furthermore, experience in roles that involve housekeeping, event planning, or customer service can help you develop transferable skills that are highly applicable to the stewardess role.
In summary, developing the necessary skills and qualifications for a career as a stewardess on yachts requires a combination of interpersonal skills, attention to detail, adaptability, multitasking abilities, formal training and certifications (such as STCW), and relevant experience in the hospitality or service industry. By cultivating these attributes, you can position yourself for success in this exhilarating and rewarding profession.
How to choose the right yachting training program?

[image: How to Become a Stewardess on Yachts in 5 Steps: Guide]When it comes to pursuing a career as a stewardess on yachts, selecting a reputable training program is essential to acquire the necessary skills and knowledge. There are several well-regarded institutions that offer comprehensive courses tailored specifically for aspiring yacht stewardesses. Here is an overview of some reputable training programs and institutions to consider :
	International Yacht Training (IYT): IYT offers a variety of courses for yacht crew, including the “Steward/ess Professional” program. This program covers a wide range of subjects such as etiquette and protocol, silver service, food and beverage service, housekeeping, laundry procedures, guest care, and more. IYT courses are recognized globally and provide a solid foundation for those seeking a career in yachting.
	Maritime Professional Training (MPT): MPT is a renowned maritime training center that offers a comprehensive “Yacht Steward/ess” course. Their curriculum includes modules on interior operations, hospitality skills, safety and security procedures, wine and cocktail service, table setting, and event planning. MPT is known for its hands-on training approach and industry-experienced instructors.
	Professional Yachting Association (PYA): PYA offers a certification program for yacht interior crew, including stewardesses. Their courses cover various aspects of interior operations, including guest service, housekeeping, laundry procedures, and wine and cocktail service. PYA certifications are highly regarded within the yachting industry and can enhance job prospects.
	Luxury Hospitality Academy: The Luxury Hospitality Academy provides training programs specifically tailored for stewardesses in the superyacht industry. Their curriculum covers topics such as silver service, table setting, event coordination, and etiquette. They focus on developing practical skills and industry-specific knowledge.

The duration and cost of training programs can vary depending on the institution and the level of certification sought. Courses can range from a few days to several weeks, with costs typically ranging from a few hundred to a few thousand dollars. It’s important to consider factors such as the reputation of the institution, the depth of the curriculum, and the hands-on training opportunities provided.
Many reputable training programs also offer additional benefits, such as job placement assistance or networking opportunities within the industry. Some institutions have established relationships with yacht crew agencies, charter companies, and yacht owners, which can be advantageous in securing employment opportunities after completing the training.
Before enrolling in a training program, it is advisable to research and compare different options, considering factors such as course content, reputation, industry recognition, duration, cost, and additional benefits. By selecting a reputable training program that aligns with your career goals, you can gain the necessary skills and qualifications to thrive as a stewardess on yachts.
How to gain practical experience in the yachting industry and how does it affect to become a stewardess?
Obtaining practical experience in the yachting industry is invaluable for aspiring stewardesses. Here are some tips on how to gain hands-on experience and increase your chances of securing a position as a stewardess on yachts:
	Start as a Day Worker or Deckhand: Consider beginning your journey in the yachting industry as a day worker or deckhand. This allows you to familiarize yourself with yacht operations, gain exposure to the working environment, and learn from experienced crew members. Starting at a lower position provides valuable insights into the dynamics of a yacht and allows you to observe the roles and responsibilities of the stewardess. It also gives you the opportunity to showcase your work ethic, adaptability, and willingness to learn, which can open doors for future opportunities within the industry.
	Volunteer for Yachting Events and Boat Shows: Offer your services as a volunteer at yachting events, boat shows, or regattas. These events attract yacht owners, crew members, and industry professionals, providing an excellent opportunity to network and make connections. By actively engaging and demonstrating your enthusiasm for the industry, you may come across job openings or receive recommendations for training programs or entry-level positions.
	Join Yachting Associations and Online Communities: Become a member of yachting associations and online communities dedicated to the industry. These platforms provide opportunities to connect with fellow professionals, share experiences, and stay updated on industry news and job openings. Engage in discussions, ask questions, and participate in events or forums to expand your network and gain insights from experienced individuals in the field.
	Attend Yachting Career Fairs and Job Placement Events: Keep an eye out for yachting career fairs, job placement events, or industry-specific recruitment agencies. These events bring together job seekers and employers in the yachting industry, offering a chance to meet recruiters, submit resumes, and potentially secure interviews. Be prepared with your resume and a positive attitude, as these events can be a gateway to entry-level positions or internships.
	Utilize Online Job Platforms: Explore online job platforms specifically tailored to the yachting industry. These platforms allow you to search for available positions, create a professional profile, and apply directly to job openings. Upload a well-crafted resume and highlight any relevant experience or training you have acquired. Additionally, regularly check industry-specific websites and forums where yacht owners or charter companies may advertise job opportunities.

Networking and building connections within the industry are paramount. Yachting is a tight-knit community, and personal recommendations and connections often play a significant role in securing job opportunities. Attend industry events, engage in professional conversations, and be proactive in building relationships with yacht crew members, captains, industry professionals, and training program alumni. These connections can provide insights, mentorship, and potential job leads.
In summary, gaining practical experience in the yachting industry involves starting at entry-level positions, volunteering at events, joining associations and online communities, attending career fairs, utilizing job platforms, and building a strong network of industry connections. By combining hands-on experience with networking efforts, you can position yourself for success and increase your chances of securing a coveted position as a stewardess on yachts.
How to create an impressive yachting resume to apply for jobs?
Creating a standout resume tailored specifically for yachting positions is crucial in catching the attention of potential employers. Here are some tips to help you craft an impressive yachting resume:
Emphasize Relevant Skills and Experiences:
	Start with a concise and professional summary statement that highlights your relevant qualifications and career goals.
	List your relevant skills, such as excellent interpersonal communication, attention to detail, guest service, housekeeping, event coordination, and knowledge of safety procedures.
	Include any previous experience in the hospitality or service industry, highlighting roles that involved customer service, housekeeping, or event planning.
	Mention any experience working on yachts, even if it’s in a different capacity, as it demonstrates familiarity with the industry and an understanding of yacht operations.

Highlight Certifications and Training:
	Include any relevant certifications and training programs you have completed, such as STCW (Standards of Training, Certification, and Watchkeeping) or specific courses related to hospitality, food and beverage service, housekeeping, or event planning.
	Clearly state the name of the certification, the issuing organization, and the date of completion.

Showcase Transferable Skills:
	Emphasize transferable skills that are relevant to the yachting industry, such as multitasking, time management, problem-solving, adaptability, and teamwork.
	Highlight any language proficiency, as this can be advantageous when dealing with guests from different cultural backgrounds.

Professional Image and Presentation:
	Use a clean and professional resume format with consistent formatting, clear headings, and bullet points for easy readability.
	Include your contact information at the top of the resume, including your full name, phone number, email address, and professional social media profiles (if applicable).
	Use professional language and avoid jargon or slang.
	Proofread your resume carefully to eliminate any spelling or grammatical errors.

Include References and Testimonials:
	Consider including references or testimonials from previous employers, colleagues, or trainers who can vouch for your work ethic, skills, and character.
	Ensure that you have permission from the individuals you wish to include as references and provide their contact information.

Tailor the Resume to the Job:
	Customize your resume for each yachting position you apply for. Study the job description and highlight the skills and experiences that align with the specific requirements of the role.
	Quantify your achievements whenever possible. For example, if you improved guest satisfaction ratings or received positive feedback from guests, mention specific percentages or comments.

Remember, a yachting resume should be concise, professional, and tailored to showcase your relevant skills and experiences. By highlighting transferable skills, relevant certifications, and presenting yourself in a polished and professional manner, you can create a standout resume that captures the attention of potential employers in the yachting industry.
What are the different avenues for finding job opportunities in the yachting industry?

[image: How to Become a Stewardess on Yachts]Finding job opportunities in the yachting industry requires a proactive approach and utilizing various resources. Here are different avenues to explore when seeking a stewardess position:
Online Platforms:
	Online job platforms dedicated to the yachting industry, such as Crew Network, Yotspot, or Bluewater, can be valuable resources for job listings. Create a professional profile, upload your resume, and regularly check for new job postings.
	Explore social media groups and forums specifically focused on yachting jobs. Joining these communities allows you to stay updated on industry news, connect with fellow professionals, and potentially come across job opportunities.

Yacht Crew Agencies:
	Registering with reputable crew agencies specializing in yachting placements can significantly increase your chances of finding suitable job opportunities. These agencies work closely with yacht owners, captains, and crew managers to match candidates with available positions.
	Research and select agencies with a strong track record and positive reputation within the industry. Submit your resume, complete the agency’s application process, and maintain regular communication with your assigned agent.

Networking:
	Networking plays a crucial role in the yachting industry. Attend industry events, boat shows, and career fairs to meet industry professionals, captains, crew members, and potential employers. Engage in conversations, exchange contact information, and express your interest in stewardess positions.
	Utilize online platforms and join industry-specific associations or communities to expand your network. Actively participate in discussions, ask questions, and connect with experienced individuals who can provide insights, advice, or potential job leads.

How to approach interviews and showcase your’s suitability for a stewardess position?
When it comes to interviews for stewardess positions, it’s essential to showcase your suitability for the role and make a positive impression. Here are some tips to consider:
Research and Prepare:
	Familiarize yourself with the yacht and the specific requirements of the role. Research the yacht’s amenities, target clientele, and any unique service expectations.
	Prepare answers to common interview questions related to guest service, problem-solving, and working in a team. Practice articulating your experiences, skills, and qualifications in a concise and confident manner.

Highlight Relevant Experiences and Skills:
	Emphasize your previous experiences in the hospitality or service industry, showcasing how they align with the requirements of a stewardess position. Highlight transferable skills such as customer service, attention to detail, event coordination, and teamwork.
	Share specific examples of situations where you provided exceptional service, resolved guest issues, or demonstrated adaptability in a fast-paced environment.

Demonstrate Professionalism and Enthusiasm:
	Dress professionally for the interview and maintain a positive and enthusiastic demeanor. Show your genuine interest in the position and convey your passion for delivering exceptional service.
	Be attentive, listen carefully to the interviewer’s questions, and provide thoughtful responses. Ask relevant questions about the yacht, the crew dynamics, and the expected responsibilities.

Showcase Adaptability and Flexibility:
	Emphasize your adaptability and ability to thrive in a dynamic environment. Discuss experiences where you successfully handled unexpected challenges or quickly adjusted to changing circumstances.
	Highlight your flexibility regarding working hours, travel, and potential last-minute changes to itineraries or guest preferences.

Follow-Up and Professionalism:
	Send a follow-up thank-you email or note to the interviewer to express your gratitude for the opportunity. Use this as an opportunity to reiterate your interest in the position and briefly restate your suitability.

Remember, each interview is an opportunity to showcase your skills, experiences, and personality. By researching, preparing, and presenting yourself professionally, you can increase your chances of impressing potential employers and securing a stewardess position in the yachting industry.
Several key factors that can contribute to your success and allow you to excel in your role as a stewardess on yachts

[image: How to Become a Stewardess on Yachts]Once you have secured a stewardess position on a yacht, there are several key factors that can contribute to your success and allow you to excel in your role. Here are some valuable tips:
1. Maintain a Positive Attitude:
A positive attitude is essential for creating a pleasant onboard atmosphere. Approach your tasks with enthusiasm, and be proactive in addressing guest needs and requests. Embrace challenges as opportunities for growth and maintain a solution-oriented mindset. Your positive energy will not only enhance the guest experience but also contribute to a harmonious working environment among the crew.
2. Be Adaptable:
The yachting industry is dynamic and ever-changing. Be prepared to adapt to varying schedules, guest preferences, and unexpected situations. Flexibility and adaptability are highly valued qualities in a stewardess. Embrace different cultural norms and respect the diversity of guests and crew members. Being adaptable ensures you can provide exceptional service regardless of the circumstances.
3. Demonstrate Professionalism:
Professionalism is paramount in the yachting industry. Uphold high standards of conduct, integrity, and personal presentation at all times. Maintain confidentiality and respect guests’ privacy. Communicate clearly and professionally with both guests and crew members. Show respect for the hierarchy onboard and follow established protocols. Your professionalism will contribute to a positive reputation for both yourself and the yacht.
4. Prioritize Ongoing Training and Professional Development:
Continuous learning and professional development are crucial to excel as a stewardess. Seek opportunities to enhance your skills and knowledge through training programs, courses, or workshops specifically designed for the yachting industry. Stay updated on industry trends, safety procedures, and service standards. Develop your expertise in areas such as wine and cocktail service, housekeeping techniques, or event coordination. The more you invest in your professional development, the more valuable you become as a stewardess.
5. Foster Effective Communication:
Clear and efficient communication is essential for effective teamwork and ensuring guest satisfaction. Actively listen to guests and colleagues to understand their needs and expectations. Communicate openly and respectfully, providing timely and accurate information. Be attentive to non-verbal cues and adjust your communication style to accommodate different personalities and cultural backgrounds.
6. Build Strong Relationships:
Cultivate positive relationships with both guests and crew members. Foster a welcoming and friendly environment for guests, ensuring their comfort and satisfaction. Collaborate and support your fellow crew members, recognizing that teamwork is vital in maintaining a smoothly functioning yacht. Building strong relationships contributes to a positive onboard atmosphere and enhances the overall experience for everyone involved.
7. Prioritize Self-Care:
The demanding nature of the yachting industry can be physically and mentally taxing. Prioritize self-care to maintain your well-being. Get adequate rest, eat healthily, and engage in activities that help you relax and recharge during your downtime. Taking care of yourself allows you to perform at your best and provide exceptional service.
By maintaining a positive attitude, being adaptable, demonstrating professionalism, prioritizing ongoing training, fostering effective communication, building relationships, and prioritizing self-care, you can excel in your role as a stewardess on yachts. Remember, each day presents an opportunity to enhance the guest experience and contribute to a memorable journey for all aboard the yacht.
Watch Day in the life of a super yacht deck/stew | Video

Top 5 FAQs and answers related to how to become a stewardess on yachts
How do i become a stewardess on yachts.
To become a stewardess on yachts, it is advisable to start by gaining relevant experience in the hospitality or customer service industry. Many yacht stewardess positions require previous experience in the service industry, such as working in hotels, restaurants, or cruise ships. Additionally, obtaining certifications such as STCW (Standards of Training, Certification, and Watchkeeping) and ENG1 (Seafarer Medical Certificate) can enhance your chances of securing a job as a yacht stewardess.
What are the responsibilities of a yacht stewardess?
The responsibilities of a yacht stewardess include providing excellent customer service to guests, ensuring the cleanliness and maintenance of interior spaces, serving meals and beverages, assisting with guest activities, managing inventories, and supporting the overall smooth operation of the yacht. The role of a yacht stewardess requires attention to detail, excellent communication skills, and the ability to work in a team-oriented environment.
Are there specific qualifications or certifications required to work as a yacht stewardess?
While specific qualifications and certifications can vary depending on the yacht and its requirements, some common certifications desired for yacht stewardess positions include STCW certification, ENG1 medical certificate, and Food and Hygiene Safety certification. These certifications demonstrate your understanding of safety protocols, medical fitness, and knowledge of food handling and hygiene practices.
What are some tips for getting hired as a yacht stewardess? 
Some tips for getting hired as a yacht stewardess include networking within the yachting industry, attending job fairs or yacht crew recruitment events, creating a professional yachting resume highlighting relevant skills and experience, obtaining necessary certifications, and being flexible and adaptable to different working environments. Additionally, gaining additional skills such as mixology or wine knowledge can be advantageous when applying for stewardess positions.
What is the career progression for a yacht stewardess?
The career progression for a yacht stewardess can vary depending on personal goals, experience, and dedication to the profession. With time and experience, stewardesses can advance to higher-ranking positions such as chief stewardess or pursue other roles within the yachting industry, such as purser or yacht manager. Continuous learning, acquiring additional certifications, and building a strong network within the industry can contribute to career advancement opportunities.

[image: How to Become a Stewardess on Yachts]In this article, we have explored the path to becoming a stewardess on yachts and the key factors that contribute to success in this role. Here’s a recap of the main points discussed:
	Understanding the Role: We delved into the responsibilities and duties of a stewardess, highlighting the importance of interpersonal skills, attention to detail, and adaptability. We also explored the various tasks and roles a stewardess may perform, from guest service to housekeeping and event coordination.
	Building Skills and Qualifications: We emphasized the essential skills and qualifications required to become a stewardess, including formal training and certifications such as STCW. We also highlighted the significance of gaining experience in the hospitality or service industry.
	Choosing the Right Training Program: We provided an overview of reputable training programs and institutions that offer courses for aspiring yacht stewardesses. We discussed the curriculum and subjects covered, duration, cost, and potential benefits such as job placement assistance.
	Gaining Practical Experience: We offered tips on gaining practical experience in the yachting industry, including starting as a day worker or deckhand to familiarize oneself with yacht operations. We emphasized the importance of networking and building connections within the industry to find job opportunities.
	Crafting an Impressive Resume: We provided guidance on creating a standout yachting resume, focusing on relevant skills, experiences, certifications, and transferable skills. We emphasized the importance of presenting a professional image and tailoring the resume to the job.
	Navigating the Job Market: We discussed different avenues for finding job opportunities, including online platforms, crew agencies, and networking events. We provided tips on approaching interviews and showcasing suitability for a stewardess position.
	Excelling in the Role: We offered advice on excelling as a stewardess, emphasizing the importance of maintaining a positive attitude, adaptability, professionalism, ongoing training, effective communication, and building strong relationships.

In conclusion, pursuing a career as a stewardess on yachts offers an exciting and rewarding opportunity. The yachting industry provides a unique blend of hospitality, service, and travel, allowing individuals to work in breathtaking settings and cater to the needs of discerning guests. By following the steps outlined in this article and taking the necessary actions, readers can embark on a fulfilling journey in the yachting industry.
So, if you dream of a career where you can combine your passion for hospitality with the thrill of the open sea, don’t hesitate to pursue your aspirations as a stewardess on yachts. With dedication, training, and a positive mindset, you can unlock a world of possibilities and create unforgettable experiences for both yourself and the guests you serve.
Share  How to Become a Stewardess on Yachts in 5 Steps: Guide  with your friends and Leave a comment below with your thoughts.
Read  Why Are Boats So Expensive Right Now: Buying Guide  until we meet in the next article.
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So you want to join the wide and crazy world of yachting? It is a great opportunity to travel the world, save money and meet interesting people from all over the world, but where do you begin?
I’m sure you are asking yourself, how do I become a yacht stewardess? What do I need to do to land my dream job?
That is what I am here for, to teach you from experience, how exactly you become a stewardess on a super yacht.
As long as you follow this step-by-step guide, I can almost ensure you that you will land a job as a stewardess on a yacht.
I know from first-hand experience everything you need to do to land your first job. So if you are ready to get your first yachting job, let’s dive in.
How To Become A Yacht Stewardess?
Getting a stewardess job on board a yacht is not hard, all it takes is a few courses that can be done in a week, and you will be set and certified to get your first job.
Step 1: Decide to Go for it
Deciding to make the plunge into yachting, is probably the hardest part.
Once you are mentally prepared and excited to join yachting the rest will come easy and natural. I think the hardest part is actually making the decision to do so. So if you are reading this, most likely you are already there.
Step 2: Get Everything in Order
You are going to want to be prepared as possible before you leave to try and get a job on a superyacht, this means that you are going to want to have enough money saved.
It could be a month or two before you land your first job, so you are going to want to have enough money to support yourself during this time.
You will also need money to get all the certificates and training you will need before you leave.
Besides this, you are most likely going to want to get rid of most of your expenses back home. This means packing up your apartment so you won’t have to pay rent while you are gone.
You might even want to think about selling your car or storing it somewhere it will be safe.
Also, you need to be prepared to pack only your basic belongings. You don’t want to show up to the boat with suitcases full of useless stuff.
Minimizing everything is key.
Step 3: Get Your STCW 95 and ENG 1
To start with you are going to need to get your STCW 95 this is your basic training course that everyone needs to work on a boat, cruise, super yacht, sailboat, or any vessel that goes to sea.
It is basic sea survival, first aid, fire fighting, and sea knowledge all packed into a one-week course. This is the course breakdown
1. Fire Prevention and Fire Fighting (Basic Firefighting) 2. Personal Survival Techniques (PST) 3. Personal Safety and Social Responsibility (PSSR) 4. First Aid / CPR (Basic First Aid) 5. Proficiency in Security Awareness (PSA)
It is impossible to get a job on a yacht unless you have this. The course can cost anywhere from $800 – $1500 depending on where you do it. This might seem like a lot of money, but you will make it back so fast once you get your first job.
The next bare minimum thing you will need before you step foot on a yacht is your ENG 1.
This is a medical exam that proves you are fit to go to sea. Yachts go to off-the-beaten-path places, and you can spend several weeks doing a crossing where you will not see or touch land.
Before you are employed, your employer is going to want to ensure that you don’t have any medical conditions that might jeopardize your health if you are unable to get immediate medical attention.
YOU WILL NOT GET A JOB ON ANY YACHT UNLESS YOU HAVE BOTH YOUR STCW 95 AND YOUR ENG 1
After these any other courses, you can find online can help you obtain your first job, but no course will compare to first-hand experience.
Being a female and going for your first yacht stewardess job is easy, you will find work fairly fast as long as you are in a yachty hub and actively looking for work.
Step 4: Get Yourself to a Yachty Hub
I highly suggest doing your STCW 95 in a hot location and trying to pick up work from there. Starting off it is almost impossible to get a job on a yacht unless you are where the yachts are.
These are the top spots you want to be in to get a job on a superyacht
	Fort Lauderdale, FL
	Antibes, France
	Palma de Mallorca, Spain

These are going to be the best spots for you to find your first job. After you have some experience you can be almost anywhere in the world and if a boat wants you they will fly you to the boat, but not for your first job.
Step 5: Make a Kick-Ass CV
After you have the basic training you are going to want to create a kick-ass cv/resume. You are going to want to list any jobs that you have had in the past that is going to related to a yacht stewardess job. Some examples are
	Anything in the Service/Hospitality Industry
	Yoga Instructor
	Massage Therapist
	Hair Dresser

Also, very important to note that your yacht CV is going to have to have your picture on it. Take a clear shot of your face, wearing a white polo shirt.
Not only that you have to list your age, nationality, and driving record. Plus, all the yachting courses you have taken. It is also a good idea to list your interests. This is a key element to help you stand out from the others.
For more information on How to get a job on a superyacht.
Step 6: Network
Also starting off you are going to want to network, network, network. This is going to be how you will find your first job.
First, you will want to join all the Facebook groups there are to search for jobs. Here are some ones to get you started
	Yacht Stewardess Jobs
	Antibes Yacht Crew
	Fort Lauderdale Yachties
	Yacht Crew Wanted

Besides these Facebook groups, there are other websites that are great for looking for jobs.
	Crewseekers

In the early stages of your career, it is so important to network. When you take your STCW 95 network with everyone in your class and go to the hot yachting bars to network and meet people. This is how you are going to get your first job.
Also, when you are looking for work or taking your STCW 95 you are going to want to stay in a crew house.
This is a temporary house that the yacht crew uses when they are looking for work or in between jobs. Usually, who you decide to take your course with will recommend some crew houses that are near their facility.
I highly recommend staying in a crew house, it is great for networking.
Step 7: Apply, Apply Apply
A lot of yachting especially in the early years is all about being in the right place at the right time. You are most likely going to apply for 20 + jobs before you get a callback. Don’t get discouraged. Stick with it, and keep applying to as many jobs as you can every day until you get one.
Yachting is a weird industry, because not only do you need to hire someone that has the right skillset.
You need to hire someone that is going to fit in with the crew. Be the right nationality. Be the right age and have the same interests as the other crew. Don’t let rejection get you down, the right boat is out there for you.
Step 8: Prepare for the Interview
So you landed your first interview with a boat. Congratulations, but how do you prepare? Most likely the interview is going to be on the boat or at least in person, so you are going to want to dress the part.
You are going to want to wear that white polo that you wore in your CV to the interview along with a nice skort, shorts or skirt that isn’t too short.
They are going to want to see you presented in what you will look like in uniform, so dress accordingly. Have your hair neat and pulled back, and don’t wear heavy make-up.
Be sure to wear flip-flops or shoes that are easy to take off before you board the boat.
Step 9: Ask Questions
The best life advice I can give anyone is ask questions at the interview. This shows that you are interested in the job and that you have done your research. When captains are looking for new crew for the boat, they not only want to make sure you are the right fit for the boat but that you are going to be happy as well.
Captains want crew that are going to stick it out for the long haul and not leave the boat straight away.
Here are some great questions to ask during your interview .
Step 10: Celebrate Your New Job
Now that you have aced your interview it is most likely that you have landed your first job on a yacht. Time to celebrate. They will be asking you to move on board in no time. Enjoy your last few days off the boat.
Soon you will be working as a yacht stewardess. You will most likely be working demanding hours, learning all sorts of new things to do with cleaning, laundry, guest services, and of course looking after the crew.
I know it’s hard to think about, but enjoy your last few nights in the crew house and celebrate with all the friends you have made so far. Your dreams are about to come true.
Step 11: Move Onboard and Start Your New Life
Now that you have celebrated your new job. It is time to move on board and get serious. Time to work out, meet your new boat family, and get to know your roommate.
Congratulations you made it as a yacht stewardess.
But what exactly do you do now.
What does a yacht stewardess do?
Now that we have talked about how to get a job as a yacht stewardess, we should probably discuss what your job will actually entail.
For the most part and first starting off in the industry you are mainly going to be doing laundry, cleaning guest cabins, maintaining the crew mess, and whatever else you are needed for.
You will most likely be doing so much laundry, that you will be a pro in no time.
When you are first starting off, you need to learn the ins and outs of the industry and you will be stuck with the worst jobs, but stick it out and you will work your way up the ranks in no time.
Before you know it you will be a chief stew on a yacht managing 3 girls below you missing your days in the laundry room.
Also, besides the common jobs, you will be assigned it is also your job as a yacht stewardess to be a good crew member and to keep morale high within the crew.
Plan fun nights out for the crew, organize bday parties and gifts, and keep the boys align.
How Much Does a Yacht Stewardess Earn?
Starting off as a junior stewardess you can expect to earn around $3,000, this is your wage and before tips, if you happen to be lucky enough to get a job on a charter boat.
This might not sound like a lot of money, but when you no longer have to pay rent, food, or any other expenses you are able to save almost 100% of this besides your entertainment money.
Also, this number will increase dramatically the longer you stay in the industry. If you become a chief stewardess on a larger boat 200 + feet you will most likely be on $8,500 or more a month and could very much be on rotation, meaning working 2 months and having 2 months off paid.
Not a bad salary for only working half the year.
What Are The Benefits Of Becoming A Yacht Stewardess
Yachting is an incredible industry. You are able to travel the world, meet people from all over the world, earn a ridiculous salary and save a ton of money all without a college degree.
It is a great job to do as a gap year or two if you want to save money for college, or if you just want to travel the world. Yachting has given me so many opportunities and experiences that were beyond my wildest dreams.
I was able to ride in a submarine, attend Monaco Grand Prix, shopping sprees in Gucci and so much more. Yachting is the door to a world you never could imagine.
Not only is it a fun and exciting job, but it offers so many benefits.
Conclusions On Becoming A Yacht Stewardess
Yacht stewardess is not a job for everybody. You have to be social, and ok with sharing your space. As you will be sharing a cabin and most likely there is always someone around.
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A yacht stewardess, also known as a yacht steward or stewardess, is a hospitality professional who is responsible for the overall guest experience on a yacht. They provide exceptional customer service and ensure that guests have a comfortable and enjoyable stay on the yacht.
The responsibilities of a yacht stewardess include:
	welcoming guests
	attending to their needs and requests
	maintaining high levels of cleanliness and organization
	ensuring that all supplies and amenities are stocked and readily available

To become a yacht stewardess, you need a combination of skills and qualifications. These include:
	Customer service skills: You must have excellent communication and interpersonal skills to provide exceptional service to guests.
	Communication skills: Yacht stewardesses must be able to effectively communicate with guests, crew members, and other staff on board.
	Attention to detail: This is crucial to maintain the high standards of cleanliness and organization on a yacht.
	Time management skills: Yacht stewardesses must be able to efficiently manage their time and prioritize tasks to ensure a smooth and seamless guest experience.
	Physical fitness: The job of a yacht stewardess requires a lot of physical activity, so being physically fit and able to endure long hours on your feet is important.
	Certifications and trainings: It is beneficial to have certifications such as STCW (Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping) and hospitality training to enhance your skills and qualifications.

The steps to becoming a yacht stewardess include:
	gaining relevant experience in the hospitality industry
	attending a yacht stewardess training course
	getting certified
	applying for jobs on yachts

Networking and building connections in the yachting industry can also help you land a job as a yacht stewardess.
Being a yacht stewardess can come with its challenges, such as being away from home for extended periods, working long hours, and dealing with demanding guests. However, the benefits of the job can outweigh these challenges, such as the opportunity to travel to exotic locations, work in a luxurious environment, and build a successful career in the yachting industry.
The salary of a yacht stewardess can vary depending on the size and type of yacht, experience, and location. On average, a yacht stewardess can earn anywhere from $2,500 to $5,000 per month, with the potential for tips and bonuses.
In conclusion, becoming a yacht stewardess requires a combination of skills, qualifications, and experience. It can be a challenging but rewarding career path, offering the opportunity to travel, work in a luxurious environment, and build a successful career in the yachting industry.
Key Takeaways:
	Customer service and communication skills are essential for a yacht stewardess.
	Time management and attention to detail are crucial for success in this role.
	Experience, training, certifications, and networking can help you land a job as a yacht stewardess.


What Is a Yacht Stewardess?
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A yacht stewardess is a vital crew member responsible for ensuring the ultimate comfort and satisfaction of guests on board a luxury yacht. Their duties include providing housekeeping services, assisting with meal service, and attending to guests’ needs. In addition, they may also assist with event planning and organization, as well as maintaining inventory and supplies.
To become a successful yacht stewardess, one must possess essential skills such as hospitality, customer service, and excellent attention to detail . Gaining experience through entry-level positions and obtaining necessary certifications, such as STCW (Standards of Training, Certification, and Watchkeeping) , can also greatly improve career prospects. Ultimately, a yacht stewardess plays a crucial role in delivering a memorable and luxurious experience to yacht guests.
What Are the Responsibilities of a Yacht Stewardess?
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The duties of a yacht stewardess are diverse and demanding. They include maintaining the cleanliness and organization of the yacht, ensuring the satisfaction and comfort of guests, assisting with meal service, and managing inventory and supplies. Additionally, a stewardess may be in charge of planning events and activities on board, collaborating with other crew members, and providing exceptional customer service. It is crucial for a stewardess to possess attention to detail, excellent communication skills, and the ability to handle multiple tasks simultaneously. Overall, the role of a yacht stewardess is crucial in providing a luxurious and enjoyable experience for guests on board.
True story: I once met a yacht stewardess who shared an incident where she had to handle a last-minute request for a surprise birthday party for a guest. With limited time and resources, she efficiently coordinated decorations, a cake, and entertainment, ensuring the event was a huge success. Her quick thinking and meticulousness impressed everyone on board and created a memorable experience.
What Skills and Qualifications Do You Need to Become a Yacht Stewardess?
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1. Customer Service Skills
To excel in their role, a yacht stewardess must have strong customer service skills. Here are essential steps to develop and enhance these skills:
	Active Listening: Pay full attention to guests, understand their needs, and provide personalized service.
	Empathy: Show genuine care and understanding towards guests’ concerns or requests.
	Positive Attitude: Maintain a friendly and professional demeanor, creating a welcoming environment.
	Problem-solving: Quickly address any issues or complaints, finding effective solutions.
	Adaptability: Be flexible and adjust to different guest preferences and cultural backgrounds.
	Communication: Clearly and respectfully communicate with guests and colleagues to ensure seamless service.

2. Communication Skills
Effective communication skills are essential for a yacht stewardess to excel in their role. Here are key steps to develop and showcase strong communication skills:
	Listen actively to guests and colleagues, understanding their needs and preferences.
	Adapt communication style to different individuals and cultures, ensuring clear understanding.
	Practice excellent verbal and non-verbal communication, maintaining a professional demeanor.
	Master foreign languages commonly spoken by guests, facilitating effective communication.
	Use written communication skills for tasks like menu planning, inventory management, and guest requests.

During a charter, a yacht stewardess, fluent in multiple languages, utilized her excellent communication skills to assist a guest who didn’t speak English. She ensured the guest’s comfort, addressed their needs, and exceeded their expectations, resulting in a memorable experience for both the guest and the crew.
3. Attention to Detail
Paying attention to detail is crucial for a yacht stewardess to ensure a smooth and impeccable experience for guests. Here are the essential steps to develop and demonstrate attention to detail skills :
	Master organizational skills to keep cabins and common areas spotless.
	Create detailed inventories of supplies and provisions to maintain adequate stock levels.
	Follow precise instructions from guests regarding their preferences and requirements, showcasing your attention to detail.
	Handle delicate items and fragile decor with care, demonstrating your meticulousness.
	Ensure table settings and presentations are flawless for onboard dining experiences, reflecting your attention to detail.
	Anticipate guest needs by observing and remembering individual preferences, a clear display of your attention to detail.

Attention to detail enhances efficiency, professionalism, and guest satisfaction, making it a vital skill for a yacht stewardess.
4. Time Management Skills
Time management skills are essential for a yacht stewardess to effectively handle various tasks and ensure smooth operations on a yacht. To develop and improve these skills, follow these steps:
	Prioritize tasks based on their urgency and importance.
	Create a schedule and adhere to it.
	Break down larger tasks into smaller, more manageable ones.
	Delegate tasks when necessary.
	Utilize tools such as calendars and to-do lists to stay organized.
	Learn how to effectively manage interruptions and distractions.

Additionally, consider taking courses or workshops on time management techniques and seek guidance from experienced professionals. By mastering time management skills, you can enhance your efficiency and provide exceptional service as a yacht stewardess.
5. Physical Fitness
Physical fitness is a crucial aspect for individuals pursuing a career as a yacht stewardess. Here are five steps to ensure optimal physical fitness in this profession:
	Regular exercise: Engage in activities such as cardio, strength training, and flexibility exercises to maintain overall fitness.
	Healthy diet: Consume a well-balanced diet that includes plenty of fruits, vegetables, lean proteins, and whole grains to fuel your body.
	Stay hydrated: It is important to stay hydrated throughout the day by drinking plenty of water to stay refreshed and energized.
	Manage stress: Practice stress-management techniques, such as meditation or yoga, to maintain mental and emotional well-being.
	Prioritize rest: Getting enough sleep is crucial to recharge and recover from the physical demands of the job, as yacht stewardesses often work long hours.

6. Certifications and Trainings
To become a yacht stewardess, obtaining the necessary certifications and training is crucial. Here are the steps to follow:
	Gain Relevant Experience: Prior experience in customer service or hospitality can be beneficial.
	Attend a Yacht Stewardess Training Course: Enroll in a reputable training program to learn essential skills and knowledge, including the necessary certifications and trainings.
	Get Certified: Obtain certifications such as STCW (Standards of Training, Certification, and Watchkeeping for Seafarers) to enhance your job prospects.
	Apply for Jobs on Yachts: Search for job opportunities on yacht job portals or through networking.
	Network and Build Connections: Attend industry events and connect with professionals to expand your network.

Pro-tip: When choosing a training program, opt for those recognized by industry associations like the Professional Yachting Association (PYA) to increase your chances of success in the job market.
What Are the Steps to Becoming a Yacht Stewardess?
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	Intern or volunteer on yachts during summers or breaks to gain relevant experience.
	Work at a hospitality or service-related job to develop customer service skills and gain relevant experience.
	Take a job as a cabin crew member on a commercial airline to gain experience in a similar environment.
	Obtain work on a cruise ship to understand the demands of working in a maritime setting and gain relevant experience.
	Apply for positions on smaller boats or sailboats to gain hands-on experience in the boating industry.
	Participate in water sports or sailing activities to familiarize yourself with boating terminology and operations and gain relevant experience.

2. Attend a Yacht Stewardess Training Course
To become a yacht stewardess, attending a yacht stewardess training course is crucial. Here are the steps involved in attending such a course:
	Research: Explore different training courses available for yacht stewardesses.
	Accreditation: Ensure that the course is accredited and recognized in the industry.
	Curriculum: Review the curriculum to ensure that it covers essential skills like customer service, housekeeping, and safety procedures.
	Duration: Consider the duration of the course and choose one that fits your schedule.
	Cost: Evaluate the cost of the course and determine if it aligns with your budget.
	Enrollment: Enroll in the chosen course and complete the necessary registration process.
	Attend: Actively participate in the Yacht Stewardess Training Course and make the most of the learning opportunities.

Attending a Yacht Stewardess Training Course will provide you with the necessary knowledge and skills to excel in your role and increase your chances of securing employment on a yacht.
3. Get Certified
To become a certified yacht stewardess, it is essential to go through a certification process. Here is a step-by-step guide on how to get certified:
	Research: Begin by exploring various certification programs and courses available.
	Select a course: Choose a reputable training course that covers all the necessary skills and knowledge required to become a yacht stewardess.
	Enroll: Sign up for the chosen course and complete all the necessary training.
	Attend classes: Actively participate in the classes and take advantage of practical training opportunities.
	Pass exams: Successfully complete all exams and assessments to obtain the certification.
	Obtain necessary documents: Gather all required documents, including certifications, licenses, and medical certificates.
	Update your CV: Make sure to include your certification details in your resume to showcase your qualifications.

Obtaining certification demonstrates your dedication and competence as a yacht stewardess, greatly increasing your chances of securing employment in the industry.
4. Apply for Jobs on Yachts
To apply for jobs on yachts, follow these steps:
	Build a strong resume that highlights your relevant skills and experience.
	Create a professional online presence on platforms such as LinkedIn or yacht crew websites.
	Research various yacht crew agencies and job boards to discover available job postings.
	Submit your resume and cover letter to yacht crew agencies and directly to yacht captains or owners.
	Prepare for interviews by researching the specific yacht and becoming familiar with the industry.
	Attend crew networking events or yacht industry conferences to make valuable connections.

Pro tip: Networking is crucial in the yacht industry, so take the initiative to build relationships with industry professionals and attend industry events to increase your chances of finding job opportunities.
5. Network and Build Connections
Building a network and making connections is crucial for those aspiring to become yacht stewardesses. Here are steps to help you expand your professional circle in the industry:
	Attend industry events: Participate in yacht shows, conferences, and networking events to meet professionals in the field.
	Join online communities: Engage with yacht industry forums, social media groups, and professional networking platforms to connect with like-minded individuals.
	Reach out to crew agencies: Register with reputable crew agencies that specialize in yacht placements. They can help connect you with job opportunities and introduce you to industry professionals.
	Utilize existing connections: Leverage your existing network, including friends, family, and colleagues, to make introductions and seek referrals.
	Volunteer or intern: Consider volunteering or interning on yachts or at yacht clubs to gain practical experience and make valuable connections.

What Are the Challenges of Being a Yacht Stewardess?
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Being a yacht stewardess presents its own unique set of challenges that require adaptability, resilience, and multitasking skills. Some of these challenges include long working hours, living in close quarters, dealing with demanding guests, and working in constantly changing environments. In addition, yacht stewardesses are expected to maintain a high level of professionalism and provide exceptional service at all times.
Despite these obstacles, many individuals are drawn to this profession for its unique opportunities, such as traveling to exotic locations and working in a glamorous industry.
One of the challenges faced by yacht stewardesses is seasickness. In 1967, a stewardess named Linda experienced severe seasickness during her first yacht journey. However, Linda persevered and found ways to cope with her condition. She discovered that focusing on the horizon and taking motion sickness medication helped alleviate her symptoms. Through her determination and resourcefulness, Linda was able to overcome this challenge and continue her successful career as a yacht stewardess.
What Are the Benefits of Being a Yacht Stewardess?
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Being a yacht stewardess offers a multitude of benefits and unique opportunities for individuals seeking an adventurous and fulfilling career.
Some of the advantages include:
	Travel: Stewardesses have the chance to explore breathtaking destinations around the world onboard luxurious yachts.
	Networking: They also have the opportunity to meet and work with influential people in the industry, which can open doors for future career growth.
	Training and Development: Yacht stewardesses receive training in hospitality, culinary skills, and customer service, which enhances their professional skill set.
	Competitive Salary: The salary for yacht stewardesses is often attractive, with potential for tips and bonuses.
	Lifestyle: Living and working in a dynamic and glamorous environment, stewardesses enjoy a vibrant and exciting lifestyle.

Emily, a former yacht stewardess, shares her experience of traveling to exotic locations, meeting interesting people, and building lifelong friendships while working onboard a luxury yacht. She attributes her career as a stewardess for providing her with unforgettable experiences and personal growth.
How Much Can You Earn as a Yacht Stewardess?
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As a yacht stewardess, your earnings can vary depending on factors such as experience, the size and type of yacht, and location. Here are some steps to consider when determining how much you can earn as a yacht stewardess:
	Gain experience: Starting as a junior stewardess and working your way up can lead to higher earning potential.
	Obtain relevant qualifications: Certifications like STCW and Silver Service can boost your chances of securing higher paying positions.
	Research the industry: Stay informed about current salary trends and job opportunities in different regions.
	Network: Building connections within the yachting community can lead to better job offers and higher wages.
	Consider additional skills: Learning skills such as mixology or massage therapy can make you more valuable to yacht owners and guests, potentially increasing your earnings.
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[image: how to become a stewardess on a yacht in canada]Take the course at our own pace, all online.

[image: how to become a stewardess on a yacht in canada]Everything you need to KNOW TO GUIDE YOU ON THE RIGHT PATH TO PROFESSIONAL YACHT STEWARDEss.
Yacht stewardess, the seaworthy.

[image: Yacht Stewardess]Training Course
But you lack the confidence in your stew skills (after all they are so specialised), and you want to make yourself more desirable for the job hunt! You want to impress your chief stew and have been practicing all the napkin and toilet paper folds you can find.. But the reality is, your stew skills aren’t up to scratch and you’re feeling under prepared to embark on this new yachting journey!
You truly believe in what you have to offer, and you know that you are going to make an amazing yacht stew...

[image: how to become a stewardess on a yacht in canada]The self doubts kicking and you know you can't keep up the fake it till you make it facade when stepping into a stew role onboard
You’re not feeling as prepared as you would like when it comes to starting out in the yachting world
You’re still left wondering how to do all the stew things the right way to impress your chief stew
You want to be the most desirable candidate for the job yet still unsure what you need to learn
You’ve started getting closer to your dream of becoming a yacht stewardess BUT....
Let me guess..

[image: how to become a stewardess on a yacht in canada]Girl...here's The thing. You're not alone. I've been exactly where you are and I can tell you from chief stew to junior stew it doesn’t have to be this way. 
Achieve your dream stew job faster with the right training and tools on hand Have FIVE STAR feedback from your chief stew (Hello amazing CV) Make a good name for yourself as once you’re in the industry, your reputation is your resume! Have the confidence to start a new stew job and tackle all the yachting industry throws at you. You got this! 
Let's get you ready for your new dream stew job. Throw in the bowlines because you can:
I'm talking about learning the interior skills that usually take years to master (and mistakes made along the way). because you deserve an experience that allows you to start your yachting career on the right foot. one where you can climb the ladder faster than you can open a bottle of dom pérignon for the guests. it's possible, hold tight, as i’ve got the secrets (and the tools)  to unlocking your stew potential.

[image: how to become a stewardess on a yacht in canada]Wondering how you can achieve these game changing outcomes? I thought you’d never ask...
Word on the street is if you're ready to start your new stew career with confidence then I'm here to show you how. Inside this training course you'll FIND:
Learn how to be a professional yacht stewardess with video training, downloadable checklists and tools to help you as a junior stew. This course teaches the need to know practical side to working in the interior on a yacht from housekeeping, cleaning, laundry and service to table settings, food and beverage, flower care and more!
Training course.
From how to keep the orchids alive onboard to housekeeping and cleaning tips to save you time, organising a guests wardrobe, laundry hacks, table setting, service cheat sheets + more!
INDUSTRY SECRETS
Learn the practical side to service training, housekeeping, turn up and turn down service, bed making, ironing, correct ways of cleaning and products to use, barista coffee making, wine service and more!
VIDEO TRAINING
This course will ensure you are ready for a yacht stewardess role, with 10 tailored interior modules taught by a chief stew with 6+ years experience. It will give you the skills + the professional know-how so you stand out on the CV pile . 

[image: Yacht Stew Training]That's not all, when you join the program you'll also receive these bonuses:
The different service roles onboard Setting your mise-en-place Correct Sequence of Service Learn the four main types of service -Silver service, plated, synchronised and buffet as well other styles used onboard. Silverware cheatsheet to remember all the items BONUS: Pre-meal checklist 
Managing Crew and Guest laundry Laundry products used and correct amounts to add in Tips to improve laundry efficiency Daily checklist How to clean laundry machines Superyacht laundry care and stain treating guide  How to correctly iron (Linen, Guest Clothes, Uniforms) and use the machines from the roller to steam iron to other machines used onboard
Cleaning tips to improve your efficiency Using the correct products on surfaces What goes in a cleaning caddy Hoover parts and cleaning guide Looking after luxury materials Correct treatment of silverware onboard from industry experts- Langfords
Video training Housekeeping Manual Guest Turn up and Turn down Detailing Guide Bed Making Tutorial  Guest Luggage (Unpacking and Packing) Wardrobe Management Performing maintenance duties onboard  How to stow a boat correctly
Housekeeping
Gallery for inspiration Napkin folding guide Table setting guide The correct glassware to use Table Decor Schedule to organise your daily themes
Table Setting
How to care for flowers and plants onboard Provisioning library Flower ordering template
Flower Care
 Barista coffee video tutorial Tea Types and brew Guide Learn all about wine and how to correctly serve it  Cocktail Recipes +  garnishes  Bar set up checklist
Food & Beverage
Certificate upon completion of the course, for a full outline of the course curriculum click here.

[image: how to become a stewardess on a yacht in canada]valued at $220
The easiest provisioning template you’ll ever use to keep the boat organised. Can be used for food & beverage, toiletries, cleaning products, laundry products, stationery and more! Adjust it to suit your boat, enter your ideal quantity to have onboard and it will calculate how much to order and when items are soon to go out of date. 
The best provisioning template in the industry

[image: how to become a stewardess on a yacht in canada]valued at $190
You will learn the tips and tricks that only come from years of experience in maintaining a superyacht to five star luxury standards.  As well as access the full list of cleaning products used onboard and what surfaces they can and can't be used on.  
Masterclass: Chief Stew cleaning essentials

[image: Pre Meal Checklist Stewardess]valued at $120
You don’t have to remember it all with this tick as you go checklist. From setting up your mise-en-place to everything that needs to be on the table, how a pantry needs to be pre-service and timer check ins- what's required 45 mins, 30mins and 5 minutes before a service. 
PRE-MEAL CHECKLIST- AKA SERVICE LIFESAVER

[image: how to become a stewardess on a yacht in canada]valued at $130
Direct access to the international crew agencies database filled with over 50 agencies address, phone, website, email and job boards. Sending your CV out for jobs has NEVER been easier.
Worldwide list of Yacht Crew Agencies

[image: how to become a stewardess on a yacht in canada]Includes The Seaworthy Yacht Stew Training, The Yachting Kickstarter Guide and CV Toolkit
3 course bundle
Limited offer
Save when you pay in full. Payment plan available contact  [email protected]
One-time payment of
So, are you ready to stop dreaming and start doing .
Usually $655
I help aspiring yachties (just like you) confidently break into the industry by teaching what is required to prepare for a career as yacht stewardess, the proven steps to successfully land your first job, AND how to survive and thrive in this unique industry.  My passion for helping junior crew is fuelled by the belief there is a world of possibility out there if you're willing to chase it.  My courses are based on practical knowledge and tools which will help you succeed in your new dream role.  Yachting is the best career move I ever made and now I get to SHARE all my knowledge with junior crew on how to break into this incredible industry with confidence. I hope to be able to support you along your yachting journey. 
An Australian Chief Stewardess with six years experience in the Superyacht industry. 
Hey, i'm jess. , meet the face behind the seaworthy stew .
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Featured in:.

[image: how to become a stewardess on a yacht in canada]There are so many possibilities waiting for you. I can't wait to share with you the tools and knowledge that helped me have a very successful career in yachting! All you gotta do is join me inside The Seaworthy Yacht Stewardess Training Course. See you in there?
Imagine: Having NO more doubts  The confidence to succeed BEING GUIDED BY A CHIEF STEW AND HAVING THE SUPPORT BEHInD YOU ALL THE WAY New skills for your CV
I'll be your biggest cheerleader...

[image: Yacht Stewardess Tray]Includes practical modules, checklists and cheat sheets to make life onboard so much easier 
VIDEO MODULES TO REFER BACK TO WHEN YOU NEED 
Made by a Chief stew for junior stews
100% remote learning (take it at your own pace), say goodbye to trying to lock in course dates that don't fit your schedule
Don't pay thousands of dollars for training that leaves you still feeling lost.  Here are some of the ways THE SEAWORTHY STEW SCHOOL is different:
The Seaworthy Yacht Stewardess course is like no other. Based 100% online, with practical skills and theory to help you build your skills for your dream career.

[image: Nadine Binoculars Capri Stewardess]Ask Jess Anything!
Yes, you will receive a certificate with the date to show when you completed The Seaworthy Stew Yacht Stewardess Course.  
WILL I GET A CERTIFICATE AFTER I COMPLETE THE STEWARDESS COURSE?
It depends how much experience you have in all departments (Housekeeping, laundry & Service). If you have been in the industry less than 6 months this course would be very useful for you. OR if you are a SOLE STEW and need guidance and tools to help you run the interior as efficiently as possible. 
DO I NEED THIS COURSE IF I AM AN EXPERIENCED STEW?
Currently there is no qualification, instead when you complete this course you gain a certificate of completion from The Seaworthy Stew School which can be used for supporting documents and on your CV. We are working on the accreditation process as a part of the G.U.E.S.T Program. 
DO I GET A QUALIFICATION AFTER I FINISH THE COURSE THAT I CAN ADD TO MY CV?
With 10 Interior modules there is A LOT of information to access, I recommend breaking it down into bite sized chunks and go through the modules when you can.  The content is designed so you can refer back to and use the checklists and cheat sheets when needed throughout your stew career. 
HOW LONG DOES THE TRAINING TAKE?

[image: how to become a stewardess on a yacht in canada]You are already in a great stew position onboard and have years of experience under your belt. You don't like checklists, manuals, cheat sheets and practical training. All these things are totally essential to all things stewardessing! You are wanting to pursue a role of a deckhand or engineer onboard. The job role is very different to being a stewardess.
This program is for aspiring and junior stews. It's not right for you if:
to fast-track her career, leading to better boats with bigger pay cheques.
ready for all the industry throws at her. and willing to take action.
a junior stew who is looking to start her dream stew career with confidence.
This program is right for you if you're ready to stop dreaming and start doing. You're in the right place if you are:
What other's say about the course....
Chanel Hobbis
I’ve been in the industry for over a year now and found your junior stew course so helpful, enriching and informative. The information, videos, and the guides are amazing and I would highly recommend the course to anyone wanting to further their knowledge in yachting! It’s an amazing stew course! So glad I completed it, I now feel so much more confident and I have learnt a lot of new tricks! Thank you Jess. 

[image: Elle Yacht Stew]JUNIOR YACHT STEWARDESS
Elle Westhoff
I’m soooo impressed with the Seaworthy stews new junior stew course! Jess has covered absolutely everything you need to know in order to kickstart your career as a stewardess in the yachting industry. I wish there were something like this out there when I started off and can not recommend it enough! From video training and downloads that are super helpful when starting out. This course has all the fundamentals of being the best stew you can be including housekeeping, laundry and service in major detail! If you are looking into taking the leap of faith of starting your dream career as a superyacht stewardess. Look no more because Jess has you covered!

[image: how to become a stewardess on a yacht in canada]FROM A CHIEF STEW WITH OVER 6+ YEARS EXPERIENCE
Sophie, UK 
Wow, just finished The Seaworthy Yacht Stew Course and I just want to say thank you for putting it together. I absolutely loved learning about all the topics and will be going over each part, again and again, the go-to guides are such a valuable resource. This is stuff I really wanted to know about, I’ve taken so much from this course. Absolutely brilliant and worth every penny! 

[image: how to become a stewardess on a yacht in canada]WORTH EVERY PENNY!
Jess's course covers all the things I wish I knew when first starting my yachting career. As a chief stew for 5 years now I can say combining all these foundational skills with the added support and downloads is one priceless resource to help junior stews really understand what to do and how to do it well and I would highly consider hiring someone who has been through The Seaworthy Yacht Stew Course! I've personally worked with Jess and she knows her stuff! It’s fresh, modern and everything you need to impress, I’ll be looking for this training on cv’s next time I’m trying to find the perfect stew.

[image: how to become a stewardess on a yacht in canada]"I’ll be looking for this training on cv’s next time I’m trying to find the perfect stew."
This course will ensure you are ready for the yacht stewardess role, with 10 tailored interior modules taught by a chief stew with 6 years experience. It will give you the skills + the professional know-how so you stand out on the CV pile . The Seaworthy Yacht Stewardess Course is designed to set you on your pathway as a professional yacht Stewardess and will make you a desirable candidate for the job.
Let's get you job ready! Learn everything you need to step into your new stew role with confidence.
So what are you waiting for.

[image: how to become a stewardess on a yacht in canada]Limited Offer
Save when you pay in full. Payment plan available contact  [email protected]
(Usually $655)

[image: how to become a stewardess on a yacht in canada]Got questions? Let's chat!
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Working as a stewardess on a superyacht is an exciting and rewarding career that can offer a unique lifestyle and the opportunity to travel the world. However, breaking into the industry can be challenging, and candidates must have the right skills and qualifications to succeed. 
In this guide, we will explore what it takes to become a stewardess on a superyacht.
Qualifications
To be considered for a stewardess position, candidates must have certain qualifications. A high school diploma or equivalent is required, and many employers prefer candidates with a college degree. 
Candidates should also have a valid passport, a seafarer’s medical certificate, and a basic safety training certificate.
While some employers may hire entry-level candidates, most prefer those with some experience.
Candidates with experience in hospitality, customer service, or the luxury industry are desirable. Experience working on a yacht or in the maritime industry is also beneficial.
In addition to the required qualifications, candidates must undergo training to become a stewardess on a superyacht. Training programs should cover topics such as interior yacht operations, housekeeping, laundry, and service. 
Stewardesses on superyachts must have a range of skills to succeed in their roles. Excellent communication skills are essential, as they must interact with guests and crew members from various backgrounds. 
Stewardesses must also be detail-oriented and have strong organizational skills to keep the interior of the yacht clean and tidy. Other skills required include the ability to work well under pressure, adaptability, and the ability to multitask.
Roles and Responsibilities
Stewardesses on superyachts have a range of roles and responsibilities. One of the primary responsibilities is to ensure that the interior of the yacht is clean and tidy. This includes cleaning cabins, making beds, and doing laundry. 
Stewardesses are also responsible for preparing and serving meals and drinks, including setting tables and serving food and beverages. They may also be responsible for managing inventory, ordering supplies, and maintaining equipment.
Career Progression
Many stewardesses on superyachts use the role as a stepping stone to other careers in the yachting industry. 
With experience and additional training, stewardesses can progress to roles such as chief stewardess, purser, or even captain. Others may choose to move into roles in the yacht management or brokerage sectors.
Salary and Benefits
Working as a stewardess on a superyacht can be a lucrative career, with salaries ranging from $46,000 to $66,000 per annum per month. Salaries may be higher for more experienced stewardesses or those with additional qualifications. 
In addition to a salary, stewardesses on superyachts may receive benefits such as health insurance, paid time off, and the opportunity to travel the world.
Finding a Job
Finding a job as a stewardess on a superyacht can be challenging, but there are resources available to help. Many yacht crew agencies specialize in placing candidates in stewardess positions. 
These agencies can help with everything from creating a resume to finding job openings. Candidates may also find jobs through job boards or by networking with industry professionals.
Becoming a stewardess on a superyacht is an exciting and rewarding career that offers the opportunity to travel the world and work in a unique environment. While breaking into the industry can be challenging, candidates with the right qualifications, experience, and skills can succeed. By undergoing training, building experience, and networking with industry professionals, candidates can increase their chances of landing a job as a stewardess on a superyacht.
Kickstart your superyacht career with Yachtie Careers. We offer stewardess training to help you broaden your horizons in your journey as a stewardess. Subscribe to our mailing list to be the first to know about any upcoming yacht job offers.
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Best superyacht training in germany – yacht crew.

[image: Top 5 Best things about working on a Yacht]Top 5 Best things about working on Yachts
How it is like working on yachts for the german crew, superyacht crew training europe.

[image: STCW training in Sweden]2 next bookings get 50€ free.  Use free code “yachtie50” at checkout.
2 next bookings get 50€ free. Use free code “yachtie50” at checkout
Get free yacht cv and yacht job offers
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COMMENTS
	How to Become a Yacht Stewardess
All crew need STCW basic safety training, a five-day course, and an ENG1 medical certificate, and some yachts may also require certification in Food Safety & Hygiene, a one-day course. On top of these necessities, there are numerous options for yacht-specific interior training, but many chief stews, like Robert, prefer to teach on the job ...




	How to Become a Yacht Stewardess: The A-to-Z Quick Start Guide
If possible, go ahead and schedule your personal interview. (Chapters 9 and 10) Book that airplane ticket, and move to a hiring port. (Chapter 8) Once you are physically in a hiring port, go meet with the agencies. I recommend registering with a minimum of two crew recruitment agencies to get started.




	Become a Superyacht Stewardess
Steps to Get a Job as a Yacht Steward/Stewardess: Understand the role of a Steward/Stewardess onboard a yacht. Complete Steward/Stewardess training courses. Complete the My Crew Kit "Steps on How to Work on a Superyacht". Obtain an ENG1 or ENG1 Equivalent Medical Certificate. Select the correct time to travel and look for work.




	How to become a yacht stewardess? The fundamentals of the job
1. What is a stewardess on a boat? A stewardess (or hostess) on a yacht is a person in charge of the reception and comfort of the passengers on board, whether it is a yacht, a sailboat, a cruise ship or any other type of boat. The word comes from the Latin "hospes", which means "host" or "guest".




	How To Become A Yacht Stewardess: A Complete Guide
12 Steps To Becoming A Yacht Stewardess. The best way to become a yacht stewardess is to prepare yourself from all angles. Here are the 12 steps to becoming a yacht stewardess. Research the yachting industry: Understanding the yachting world is very important for aspiring yacht stewardesses.




	How to become a Yachtie (Stewardess Or Deckhand)
Go to a superyacht marina. 1. Have the right attitude. Along with gaining the correct qualifications to prove your competence, to become a Yachtie, you must have certain characteristics to thrive in this industry. Yachties have to be well presented, articulate, know how to take orders, and be able to work hard, all with a smile and enthusiasm.




	Steps to Become a Yacht Stewardess: Training, Skills, and Job Success
A yacht stewardess is responsible for ensuring the interior of the yacht is immaculate and providing top-tier service to guests. This includes tasks like setting tables, serving meals, cabin preparation and attending to guests' every need. The role demands a keen eye for detail, adaptability, and a passion for service. Steps to Embark on Your ...




	How To Become A Yacht Stewardess [INSIDERS GUIDE]
2. Recommended Courses if You want to Become a Yacht Stewardess / Steward. In order to become a Yacht Stewardess or Steward you do not necessarily need to hold any other courses or certifications. The courses you choose to do would be more so to boost your confidence and gain better insight into being a stewardess on a yacht.




	How to Kickstart Your Career as a Yacht Stewardess
Becoming a yacht stewardess might just be the perfect career choice for you. In this comprehensive guide, we will walk you through the step-by-step process of how to become a yacht stewardess and embark on a thrilling and rewarding journey. Section 1: Understanding the Role of a Yacht Stewardess.




	How to Become a Yacht Stewardess: Beginner's Guide
1. You're comfortable being away from home. Working on a yacht means you're away from home (and likely without service) for months on end. If you're comfortable being away from friends and family for long periods of time, chances are you'd make a great yacht stewardess.




	How to Become a Stewardess on a Private Yacht in 2024
Steps to Becoming a Yacht Stewardess. Here are the steps you can take to become a yacht stewardess: Gain relevant experience: Start by working in hospitality or customer service roles to develop the necessary skills. Get certified: Consider getting a certification from a recognized yachting authority, such as the Professional Yachting ...




	Superyacht Stewardess and Steward Training Course
The Superyacht Stewardess & Steward Course is a unique programme designed to equip you with the knowledge and skills required to work as a steward or stewardess in the fast-growing superyacht sector with a focus on going above & beyond industry expectations. As part of the course, you will be trained to deliver exceptional levels of service and ...




	YachtieCareers
Step 5 - Daywork and experience. Step 6 - Get the right Yachtie Network and Contacts. Step 7 - Get a Strong Superyacht Reference. Step 8 - Start applying for our Superyacht jobs. Step 9 - Ace your job interviews with your coach. Step 10 - Get a job, bank account and sign contract Claim your Yachtie Careers Deckhand and Stewardess offer.




	How to Become a Yacht Stewardess: Everything You Need to Know About the
If you want to land a job as a stewardess, you will need to take some short courses that ensure safety and good service on the yacht. If you are looking for an entry-level position, then you will take the most standard courses, while those looking to become a chief stewardess will have to go back to school for further certifications.




	How To Become A Yacht Stewardess
Interior Maintenance - Yacht stewardesses are responsible for maintaining the cleanliness and orderliness of the interior spaces, including cabins, salons, and dining areas. This involves daily cleaning, laundry services, and restocking of amenities. Guest Services - Providing personalized guest services is a crucial aspect of a yacht stewardess's role.




	How To Become A Yacht Stewardess & Have A Career Of Fun
Wear a polo shirt with either a skirt, skort or shorts that is a respectable length in a navy, black or beige. Most interviews are conducted on the yacht in person, so I wore flip flops to all of mine. This is because once you reach the boat it is yacht etiquette to take your shoes off before boarding.




	Become a Steward/ess on a Superyacht
All Superyacht crew work, eat, and sleep onboard. The yacht will become your home, and all meals are provided while onboard. Your contract will specify your duties, salary, working hours, and holiday. ... Yes, and many have! Becoming a Superyacht Stewardess can be a career, and what an amazing career it can be. Every Stewardess starts out as a ...




	Yacht Stew/Stewardess Training Courses
This yacht stewardess crash course will better prepare you for the industry and teach you some basic skills and principals. Usually grouped with the above essential courses and offered as a combined training package. Stewardess courses are useful for people with no transferable skills that are unfamiliar with the industry.




	How to Become a Stewardess on Yachts in 5 Steps: Guide
In this article, we have explored the path to becoming a stewardess on yachts and the key factors that contribute to success in this role. Here's a recap of the main points discussed: Understanding the Role: We delved into the responsibilities and duties of a stewardess, highlighting the importance of interpersonal skills, attention to detail ...




	How To Become A Yacht Stewardess
Step 6: Network. Also starting off you are going to want to network, network, network. This is going to be how you will find your first job. First, you will want to join all the Facebook groups there are to search for jobs. Here are some ones to get you started. Yacht Stewardess Jobs.




	How to Become a Yacht Stewardess
Learn essential steps to become a yacht stewardess, from certifications to stewardship skills. Start your luxury sea career today!




	Yacht Stewardess Training Course
Inside this training course you'll FIND: Learn how to be a professional yacht stewardess with video training, downloadable checklists and tools to help you as a junior stew. This course teaches the need to know practical side to working in the interior on a yacht from housekeeping, cleaning, laundry and service to table settings, food and ...




	How To Become A Stewardess On A Superyacht: A Guide
To be considered for a stewardess position, candidates must have certain qualifications. A high school diploma or equivalent is required, and many employers prefer candidates with a college degree. Candidates should also have a valid passport, a seafarer's medical certificate, and a basic safety training certificate.
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